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ABSTRACT 

The growth of municipalities and increased industrial activity has led to the increased 

contamination of sediment, especially in and around densely-populated areas. Dredging to 

maintain and enlarge harbours and navigation channels has thus become a growing problem: 

conta minants in sediment can put the aquatic environrnent at risk and disposaI sites sometimes 

conflict with other uses of the environrnent. 

Although this guide deals briefly with topics such as sediment characterization and 

environmental assessments of dredging projects, its main goal is to indicate to those responsible 

for dredging projects the methods, techniques, equipment and modifications that can improve the 

environrnental performance of their actions at each stage of a project. 

More specifically, the objectives of titis guide are: 

- To assist in the selection and development of equipment that can reduce 

environmental impacts of dredging. 

- To propose operating and control methods that decrease environrnental impacts of 

dredging projects. 

- To suggest ways of ensuring that specifications and bidding documents sent to 

contractors invited to tender reflect design requirements. 

- To provide guidelines for the development of environrnental monitoring programs. 

The guide is made up of four chapters and an introduction. Each chapter focuses on 

one phase of a dredging project, that is; planning, designing, drafting technical specifications and 

environmental monitoring. The first sections of each chapter provide information on various 

production options, mostly in the form of tables of advantages and disadvantages, and present 

lists of factors or criteria for option selection. 80th general and specific recommendations for 

each stage of a dredging project are found in the summary tables that follow. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

L'expansion des municipalités et des activités industrielles a entraîné une pollution 

croissante des sédiments, notamment au voisinage des zones densément peuplées. L'entretien 

et l'agrandissement par dragage des ports et des canaux de navigation posent donc une 

problématique grandissante qui est associée soit à la présence, dans les sédiments, de polluants 

qui présentent un risque potentiel pour le milieu aquatique, soit à la présence physique des aires 

de dépôt, qui peuvent entrer en conflit avec certains usages du milieu. 

Bien que le présent document s'attarde à décrire succinctement certains éléments tels 

que la caractérisation des sédiments ou l'évaluation environnementale des projets de dragage, son 

but principal est d'indiquer aux responsables des projets de dragage les méthodes, techniques. 

équipements et modifications susceptibles d'améliorer la perfonnance environnementale de leurs 

interventions et ce, pour chacune des étapes du projet. 

Plus spécifiquement, les objectifs du présent guide sont : 

- d'assister les intervenants dans le choix et le développement d'équipements qui 

contribuent à réduire les répercussions engendrées par les travaux de dragage; 

- de proposer des méthodes d'opération et de contrôle qui pennettent d'atténuer les 

répercussions environnementales des projets de dragage; 

- de proposer des moyens qui pennettent de traduire les exigences des concepteurs 

dans les devis et les appels d'offres transmis aux entrepreneurs invités à 

soumissionner; 

- des soumettre des principes directeurs pour l'élaboration des programmes de suivi 

environnemental. 

Outre l'introduction, le document comprend quatre chapitres portant sur les 

différentes étapes d'un projet de dragage, c'est-à-dire la planification, la conception, la 

préparation des devis descnptifs et le suivi environnemental. Les premières sections de chaque 

chapitre fournissent des infonnations sur les options de réalisation, le plus souvent sous fonne 

de tableaux des avantages et inconvénients, et présentent des listes de facteurs ou de critères de 

sélection pour le choix des options de réalisation. Suivent des tableaux récapitulatifs qui 

regroupent les recommandations générales et particulières propres à chacune des étapes d'un 

projet de dragage. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The St. Lawrence River has long been a major waterway and a key player in the 

maintenance and growth of the economies of Québec and Canada. The sustained increase in 

commercial and recreational navigation, especially marked since the construction of the St. 

Lawrence Seaway, has required extensive dredging to maintain the shipping channel and existing 

harbours. Large amounts of material have also been excavated to create new harbours, marinas 

and other marine structures. For the past eight years, about 1 000 000 cubic metres of sediment 

is dredged annually from harbours and navigation channels in the St. Lawrence and Saguenay 

rivers. 

With the growth of municipalities and industrial activity. sediment pollution and 

encroachment on the aquatic environment has increased, especially in and around densely

populated areas. Dredging to maintain and enlarge harbours and navigation channels has thus 

become a growing probIem, especially when sites must be found for the disposaI, confinement 

or open-water disposaI of the dredged material: it contains contaminants which can harm the 

aquatic environment and the physical presence of disposaI areas sometimes conflicts with certain 

uses of the environment. 

1.1 Objectives of the guide 

Although this guide deals briefly with such topics as sediment characterization and 

environmental assessments of dredging projects, its main purpose is to suggest to those 

responsible the methods. techniques, equipment and modifications to equipment that can improve 

environmental perfonnance at aIl stages of a project. In other words, this is a guide to sound 

environmental practices, and not a handbook on envirorunental assessment. Nonetheless, 

references to literature on envirorunental assessments, which may he of interest to project 

proponents and managers. can be found in the pages to follow. especially in chapter 2. 

More specifically, the objectives of this guide are: 

To assist in the selection and development of equipment that can help reduce the 

environmental impacts of dredging work. 

To suggest operating and control methods that decrease appreciably the 

environmental impacts of dredging projects. 

To suggest ways of ensuring that design specifications and bidding documents 

sent to contractors invited to tender reflect design requirements. 

- To provide guidelines for developing environmental monitoring programs. 
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1.2 Content and structure of the guide 

This guide is the logical sequel to, and in sorne ways a summary of, Dredging 

Methods and Equipment Recommended for Use on the St. Lawrence, a report published by the 

St. Lawrence Centre in 1990 and based on studies of dredging equipment currently operating on 

the St. Lawrence River or available on the international market. 

This guide contains four chap1ers and an introduction. Each chapter focuses on one 

phase of a dredging project, that is; planning, design, drafting technical specifications and 

environmental moniton·ng. 

The first sections of each chapter offer information on production options, often in 

the form of tables on the advantages and disadvantages. Factors or selection criteria for choice 

of production option are listed next, followed by summary tables listing general and specific 

recommendations for each phase of a dredging project. 

The guide concludes with a listing of reference documents. 

1.3 Background 

1.3.1 Suspended solidst sediment and contamination. The St. Lawrence River 

naturally transports large amounts of solids; every day, for example, an average 17 000 metric 

tonnes of solid particles flow past the city of Québec (Hydrotech Inc., 1989). These solid 

particles end their journey by settling at the bottom of the broad, deep reaches of the Lower 

Estuary and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, though sorne may settle for a time on flats and coastal 

marshes, from which theyare slowly dispatched with the actions of ice. littoral current, tides or 

storms. 

Suspended solids are largely composed of fine minerai particIes (silt. clay. colloids). 

together with varying amounts of animal or plant debris, depending on the season. Added ta this 

mass of natural inputs are materials of industrial, domestic or agricu1tural origin. introduced into 

the environment in particu1ate form. 

The concentration of suspended solids in the St. Lawrence River averages 9 mg/L 

at Montréal, 13 mg/L at Trois-Rivières and 18 mg/L at the city of Québec. Concentration levels 

can vary considerably depending on the location. time of year and weather conditions (Hydrotech 

Inc.,1989). 
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Depending on their specific characteristics and the dominant environmental conditions 

in which they are found, suspended particles are able, much like a magnet, to attract elements 

or chemical compounds introduced into the aquatic environment in dissolved form. hl fact, the 

suspended solids and sediment in water act as purifiers of the aquatic environment by intercepting 

and immobilizing toxic substances that would otherwise remain dissolved and hence much more 

available to living organisms. These toxic substances are generally chemicals that were initially 

dissolved, and they may put the environment at risk because their bonding with sediment may 

not be strong enough to prevent their uptake by organisms that live at the bottom of waterways. 

Sediment contamination is thus very often the result of contaminant affinity for fine

grained particles such as silt, clay and organic solids. Such particles are found at the bottom of 

most waterways, where hydrodynamic conditions aHow them to settle and accumulate. When 

sediment is disturbed. either naturally from the action of currents, waves or tides, or artificially 

by shipping traffic or dredging operations, sorne of the fine particles are suspended into the water 

column, and the adsorbed or absorbed contaminants are thus recirculated. In general, however, 

conta minants remain attached to particles and will not redissolve when sediment is disturbed. 

unless the physico-chemical conditions of the water column change substantially. 

Sediment contaminants faH into two main categories: elemental metals and organic 

compounds. 

Elemental metals are found naturally in aquatic and terrestrial environments in 

varying concentrations and in a wide variety of chemical forms. It is normal, in other words, 

to find metals in sediment; only when concentrations exceed natural thresholds are metals 

considered "contaminating." Elemental metals are often integrated in the particle matrix - that 

is, incorporated into the mineral's very structure - where they cannot be assimilated and are 

therefore harmless. However. elemental metals cm also be "associated" with suspended particles 

or sediment in a variety of chemical or physical bonds which, depending on their strength, aHow 

sorne degree of uptake by living organisms. The type and intensity of these bond types can 

nonetheless change when the ambient conditions fostering the bond are modified (ie., increased 

acidity). Elemental metals are generally present in sediment in this "associate" form and 

contribute to their "contamination"; that is, to excedent levels of natural concentrations. 

Organic compounds. such as pesticides. organohalogens and hydrocarbons of mineraI 

origin are often adsorbed onto particles. a physical state that results from the relative insolubility 

of such compounds in water. Many of these compounds are not found naturally in aquatic 

environments. They are essentially the product of human activities and as such contribute. even 

at very low concentrations, to sediment "contamination." Unlike elemental metals. organic 

compounds slowly decompose naturally as a result of bacterial activity or chemical phenomena 

such as hydrolysis or photolysis. 
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1.3.2 Contamination and toxicity. The notion of IIcontaminationll must he 

distinguished from "toxicity,1I especially "toxic for human heings." Sediment "contamination" 

refers to levels of elemental metals that are abnormally high, or to the presence of certain organic 

compounds; IItoxicity,lI however, is essentially a question of dose and effect on a given organism. 

Take PCBs, for example: Health and Welfare Canada has issued a guideline authorizing a PCB 

content of 2 ppm in the flesh of food fish. Under criteria currently in effect, however, sediment 

is considered contaminated if PCB levels 'exceed 0.02 ppm. While this may he surprising at first, 

the reasoning hehind this variance is found in the fact that these relatively harmless compounds 

are very bioaccumulable. Special attention must therefore he paid to their presence in the aquatic 

environment and in sediment, even in concentrations that may he IIcontaminating" though not, 

strictly speaking, IItoxic" for human heings. 

Further, though heavy pollution may he restricted to specific sectors. concentrations 

of conta minants in sediment are such that only aquatic organisms in close contact with the 

bottom are directly at risk. Such organisms are highly sensitive to the conditions of the 

environment they inhabit. Excess quantities of certain metals, for example. can have an acute 

toxic effect and cause the local disappearance of certain species and a change or impoverishment 

of the henthic community. As weIl, if henthic organisms are not acutely affected by relatively 

low concentrations of certain organic contaminants (ie .• pesticides or organochlorines), they can 

nonetheless accumulate these substances and transfer them to higher levels of the food chain. 

Through this sometimes long and ecosystem-pervasive process of biomagnification, 

these contaminants may eventually reach high enough concentration levels to produce significant 

acute or chronic toxic effects on the predatory species that dominate food chains. In other words, 

though IIcontaminatedll sediment very rarely poses a direct threat to public health. it must 

nevertheless he carefully managed; in the long run, such sediment is a potential hazard for the 

aquatic environment and hence may indirectly endanger human heings. 

1.3.3 Environmental impacts of dredging activities. The various possible 

environmental impacts of dredging activities are linked to the removal, transport. disposai or 

treatment of dredged sediment. The impact is generally temporary and localized, however. The 

primary adverse impacts of dredging are: increases in turbidity, suspended solids (SS) and in 

chemical oxygen demand (COD); the dispersal of nutrients or contaminants; a decrease in 

dissolved oxygen; the blanketing of henthic fauna; the migration of contaminated sediment 

toward other areas; a temporary decrease in photosynthesis; a loss of fish habitats, and the silting 

of spawning grounds. In large quantities, suspended soHds can also interfere with the migration 

of certain species of fish. Sediment removal or open-water disposai can alter bottom topography 

and current flow patterns locally, and interfere with certain uses of the water. 
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of certain species of fish. Sediment removai or open-water disposaI can alter bottom topography 

and current flow patterns Iocally, and interfere with certain uses of the water. 

Table 1 lists those factors which ~ affect sediment resuspension during dredging 

activities; table 2 lists the main resulting environrnental impacts. Basically, the aforementioned 

potential impacts of dredging are aImost ail associated with exporting fram the work site 

suspended solids and contaminants which pose a risk for the many uses of the wa ter ar far 

resaurces or adjacent areas of concem. 

Dredging projects, hawever, are time- and place-specific activities whose effects are 

generally nat very substantial taken in a wider context or compared, far example, with the 

increase in turbidity caused by natural phenomena or navigation in shallow waters. In addition, 

dredging projects. unlike natural phenamena or navigatian, can he accompanied by mitigative 

measures which regulate work periods and the selection af equipment and operating methods. 
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Table 1 Factors AjJ'ecting Sediment Resuspension lrom Dredging Ac/Mt/es 

SEDIMENT TYPE AND • Grain size 
QUALITY 

• Sediment density 

• Sediment cohesion 

• Organic matter concentration 

• Volatile substance concentratioo 

DREDGING EQUIPMENT • Type of dredge 
AND METIIODS 

• Dredge capacity or production rate 

• Condition of equipment 

• Equipment modifications 

• Equipment reliability under varied. cooditions 

• Operating precision of equipment 

• Sediment loss during operations 

• Training and skill of operators 

HYDRODYNAMIC • Water depth 
CONDmONS 

• Morphology of shoreline and configuration of existing structures 

• Flows and suspended solids coocentration 

• Waves. tides. CUJTents 

.. Wind speed and direction 

• Hydrological phenomena provoked by dredgin'g operations 

WATER QUAUTY • Temperature 

.. Salinity 

.. Density 
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Table 2 EnvirQnmentallmpacts of Dredging Acûvùies 

FEATURE POSSWLE IMPACTS 

HYDRODYNAMlCS. lCE AND · Changes in bathymetry. currents and sediment Sll'Ucture al dredging site and al open-
SEDlMENTOLOGY waler dispo.sal site 

• Acceleration of erosive and sedimenrative processes 

BOTIOM • Mocüfication of bottom al open-Waler disposai site 
• TranspŒt of contaminated sediment by CUlTents to uncontaminated sedimentation areas 

· Alteration of physical or chernical charaaeristics of neigltbouring water boUoms if 
malerial al oo-shen or on-land disposai sites is nol sufflCienlly stabilized 

WATER QUALITY • Temporary inaease in turbidity and suspended solids and resuspension of contaminants 
al dredging site. aloog transpon route and at open-Waler disposaI sile 

• Drainage from dewatered dredged material and runoff trom on-shore or on-land disposaI 
sites is retumed to envirorunenl 

AQUATIC FAUNA AND HABITAT • Loss or alteratioo of habitats used by r~ and other aqualic organisms for reproducûoo 
or feeding. the direct result of removal operations or the disposai of dredged material in 
aqualic environments 

BlROS AND THEIR HABITAT · Loss or alteratioo of habitats as a direct result of removal operations or disposaI of 
dredged materiaJ 

TERRESTRlAL Wll.DLIFE AND · Alteration of major habitats as a result of on-land disposaI of dtedged material 
HABITAT 

RECREA TIONAL ACTIVlTŒS · Temporary deterioration of water quality al beaches 

· Disturbance of reaeadonal aàivities in or on the Waler 

· Loss or alteratioo of recreaûooal sites as a result of oo-Iand disposal of dredged material 

HERITAGF./PROTECl'ED SP ACES · In the case of projects for new facilities. Ioss of known or potential aràlaeological sites 
or protected spaces as a result of land disposai 

COMMERCIAL FlSHERIES AND · Impact 00 Împol1anl sites or aaivities as a resuJl of àlange in water quality cr disposal 
SPORTS FISHING of material 

LAND USE · Interference with commercial or recreatiooal navigation 
• Loss of siles with potential for residential, commercial. industtial or recreational 

development because of oo-Iand disposai 

QUALfIY OF LIFE • Temporary delerioration of noise environment (use of heavy machinery) and of air 
quality (dusl generated by ground transpon) 

WATER lNTAKES • Temporary deterioration of water' quality as a resu1t of dredging and disposai in the 
aquatic environmenl 

WELLS • Temporary delerioration of water quality as a resu1t of on-land disposai 

AESTHETICS AND LANDSCAPE • Change in quality of landscape around on-land disposai site 
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1.4 Types of dredging projects 

The sections that follow describe the four main types of dredging projects generally 

conducted on the St. Lawrence River. Dred.ging activities do sometimes fall into more than one 

of the categories described. The purpose of the categorization is not to give an exhaustive 

classification of projects, but rather to outline the major types of projects, their characteristics and 

related problems. 

1.4.1 Maintaining navigation channels and harboul'S. Most harbours and navigation 

channels are quiescent artificial depressions. Suspended soliels settle there and tend to restore 

the original profile of the "riverbed. The purpose of maintenance dredging is to remove such 

sediment to ensure safe depths for navigation. 

Of the various kinels of dredging projects in the St. Lawrence River, maintenance 

dredging is certainly the most commonplace. Such work involves the removal of relatively 

recent, generally fine-grained sediment (silts and clay), although coarser materials, such as sands, 

are found in sorne spots (e.g., along the shipping channel). 

Of the types of dredging discussed here, maintenance dredging generally poses the 

greatest risks for the environment because of its periodic nature and the risks of pollution: the 

sediment removed must also be disposed of. Since the material removed is generally fine

grained, turbidity may increase. In addition, the sediment removed is often composed of material 

which, in suspended form, may have attraéted and bonded with dissolved elements or chemical 

compounels in the aquatic environment. 

On the other hand, maintenance dredging is performed at sites with a well-defined 

purpose, sites where navigational activities generally prohibit maintenance or exploitation of 

biological or recreational potential. Maintenance dredging is therefore unlikely to interfere with 

other uses of the dredging site, and environmental impacts are mainly related to the disposaI of 

dredged material. 

1.4.2 Building new harbours. The construction of new port facilities almost always 

requires the removal of large amounts of material to create navigation and mooring areas. The 

material to be removed is often the product of pre-industrial sedimentation or accumulation and 

grain size is highly variable. 

This type of dredging can affect the uses made of this environment by both humans 

and wildlife: however, material removed is generally not contaminated in depth (pre-industrial 

area). The problem is often the 10ss of habitat due to human encroachment or extraction, given 
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the large volumes of material involved. rather than to the contamination or disposaI of material 

removed. 

1.4.3 Installing infrastructures in the aquadc environment The installation of 

sewerlines or aqueducts. power transmission lines. pipelines or structures such as bridge piers 

involves dredging and disposing of the material removed. The volumes of material removed 

during these activities are generally relatively small and of a type highly variable in nature. 

1.4.4 Cleaning up polluted sites. Certain kinds of dredging operations are sometimes 

carried out to clean up highly contaminated sites which result from continuous discharges 

(e.g., industrial waste) or accidentai spills. The material excavated is most often very fine 

sediment. 

These cleanup projects are liable to conflict with other uses of the site. Disposai of 

the dredged material is an especially sensitive issue. Specific safety measures are thus essential 

to limit the environmental impacts at the dredging site. and during the transport, treatment and 

disposai of the dredged material. 

1.4.5 BOlTOwing or mining operations. Although dredging for purposes of borrowing 

or mining is common in England. the Netherlands and the United States, it is very rarely 

practised in the St Lawrence River. Such projects dredge sediment or material of specific grain 

size (sand. gravel) and are likely to conflict with othee uses of the environment. 
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1.5 Stages of a dredging project 

The stages of a dredging project are shown below. 

Project planning 
J, 

Proj ect design 

Removal and transport of material 

Pretreatment (and treatment) 

DisposaI of dredged spoil 
J, 

Drafting specifications and selecting bidders 
J, 

Technical supervision and environmental monitoring 

In the planning stage, the manager or official in charge must collect aIl information 

necessary to design a dredging project that is environmentally, as well as technically and 

economically, acceptable. In the second stage, the design phase, production options are 

developed on the basis of the project's descriptive parameters and then narrowed down to those 

which offer the best guarantees for the efficient and acceptable removaI, transport and disposaI 

of dredged materiai and, if necessary, its pretreatment and treatment. 

The stage dealing with drafting technical specifications and selecting a contractor 

is critical. The person in charge of the project must make sure that aIl measures and methods 

selected during the design phase are clearly incorporated in the specification and that aIl special 

environmental constraints or requirements are described weIl enough in the bidding documents 

that contractors caIled to tender can assess the scope and costs of the work and decide on the 

compatibility of their equipment. 

The last stage bas to do with the implementation of a technical supervision 

program for work schedules and cost controIs and an environmental monitoring program to 

ensure the application of environmental recommendations or corrective measures. 
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2 PROJECT PLANNING 

The following sections briefly examine the characterization of dreclgecl material, 

assessment of their physico-chemical quality and analysis of the environmental impact of the 

dreclging project. These activities must he undertaken right from the plalUÙng stage of dreclging 

work. They will guide the overall design of the project, especially the selection of dreclging 

equipment and operating methods, and the adoption of appropriate corrective or mitigative 

measures. 

2.1 Characterizing dredged material 

BOth the quality and the properties of the material to he removecl must always he 

considered when planning a dredging project. These are crucial factors in selecting production 

options and are necessary in designing a project that considers economic and environmental 

constraints along with technical imperatives. 

2.1.1 Samp6ng plan and methods. The collection of reliable data on the quality of the 

material to he dreclgecl is a very important consideration at the plaruting stage of a dreclging 

project, as well as in assessing its environmental impacts. 

For the satisfactory assessment of sediment quality, not only must sampling stations 

he representative and provide sufficient reliable data. but care must he taken in sample handling 

and preservation. 

In 1987. Environment Canada publishecl a guide entitled Échantillonage et 

conservation des sédiments en vue de la réalisation des projets de dragage (Rochon and 

Chevalier, 1987). The document lists the main methods currently used to sample sediment and 

recommends those most suitable for assessing impacts of dreclging projects in marine and 

freshwater environments. This guide is recommendecl for planning sampling campaigns; that is, 

for detennining the number of samples to he taken, sampling methods. location of sampling 

stations and methods of conserving samples for physico-chemical analysis. 

2.1.2 Physico-chemical analyses and contamination assessment of dredged material. 

The sediment to he removecl is physically analysed to determine grain size and cohesiveness, two 

factors essential to identifying the most effective removal equipment and operating methods. 

Physical analysis also indicates the scope of resuspension and the related environmental impacts. 
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For a look at the methods of material analysis, managers and project proponents may 

consult the Methods Manual for Sedi'ment Characteri'zati'on, published in 1993 by the St. 

Lawrence Centre, in conjunction with the ministère de l'Environnement du Québec. The 

document details methods for accurate, standardized laboratory analysis of those variables 

generally examined in an environrnental investigation. The manual also provides instructions for 

preserving and delivering samples to laboratories, and ensuring the quality control of the analysis. 

In order to assess the degree of sediment contamination, those responsible for the 

environrnental assessment of a dredging project May consult the report entitled Interim Cri'teri'a 

for Quali'ty Assessment of St. Lawrence Ri'ver Sediment, issued in 1992 by Environrnent Canada 

in conjunction with the ministère de l'Environnement du Québec. This report provides 

assessment criteria for three levels of impact: No Effect Threshold (NET), Minimal Effect 

Threshold (MET), and Toxic Effect Threshold (TET). It also provides guidelines relative to the 

management of materials which faU within the ranges covered by each of these three levels. 

With these criteria, those responsible for dredging projects can assess the quality of material to 

be removed and design environrnentally-sound project components. 

2.2 Environmental assessment 

AlI dredging projects must undergo an environrnental assessment to ensure, from the 

design stage, that the environrnental impacts of the project are considered, that the methods and 

equipment selected are environrnentally-sound and that appropriate corrective or mitigative 

measures are identified and integrated into the project. An environrnental assessment is also 

essential for developing an environrnental monitoring program to ensure the implementation of 

recommendations or corrective measures and, if need be, to initiate and direct the implementation 

of special measures during project realization. 

In Québec, dredging projects are subject to the provincial and federal environmental 

regulations in effect, according to project site, scope of work and whether project proponent is 

federal or private. 

2.2.1 Provincial environmental assessment. Under Section 31 of the Québec 

Envi'ronment Quality Act. a1l dredging projects conducted outside of federal property lands over 

a distance of 300 Metres or more or an area of 5000 square metres or more are subject to an 

environmental impact assessment and must he approved by ministerial order as part of the 

environrnental impact assessment and review procedure. The project proponent files written 

notice with the ministère de l'Environnement du Québec to initiate the environrnental impact 
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assessment and review procedure. which can eventually lead to a public hearing on the project. 

conducted by a commission of the Bureau d' audiences publiques sur l·envirormement. 

In addition. under Section 22 of the Québec Environment Quality Act. application 

must he made for a certificate of authorization for any dredging or filling project in the aquatic 

environment. 

Infonnation about the provincial procedure can be obtained from the Direction 

générale des évaluations environnementales of the ministère de l'Environnement du Québec. 

2.2.2 Federal environmental assessment AlI dredging activities conducted by or for a 

federal agency or on federal property not on an exclusion list are subject to the Environmental 

Assessment and Review Process Guidelines Order (EARP Guidelines Order). The process is 

administered by the Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office (FEARO). 

EARP provides federal contractors with a self-assessment exercise for projects 

requiring authorization. It is thus up to the federal agency identified as responsible for the 

project to detennine the scope of the impacts. in compliance with federal environmental 

legislation. 

Dredging or open-water disposaI projects should comply with the provisions of the 

following legislation: 

- The Canadian Environmental Protection Act. the Migratory Birds Convention Act. 

and Section 36 of the Fisheries Act. administered by Environment Canada 

- Other sections of the Fishenes Act (under the authority of Fisheries and Oceans). 

drafted specifically to protect fish and their habitats 

- The Navigable Waters Protection Act (under the authority of Transport Canada). 

meant to guarantee the off-shore safety of aIl users of navigable waters at aIl 

times. 

Federal and private proponents are therefore strongly advised. at the outset of the 

project planning stage. to contact the government departments concemed. whether those 

specialized in the area concemed. or those responsible for enforcing the law and issuing 

authorizations. 

For Environment Canada, proponents can contact the Environmental Assessment and 

Northem Québec Branch, which issues notices and provides advice in its area of competence. 

The Fisheries Act is administered by the Fish Habitat Management Service of Fisheries and 

Oceans. The Canadian Coast Guard (Laurentians Region), is responsible, on beha1f of Transport 

Canada. for administering the Navigable Waters Protection Act. 
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Federal proponents can consult the Technical Guide to the Environmental Screening 

of Dredging Projects and Marina Developments in Eastern Canada, published in 1985 by 

Environment Canada, Québec Region, for infonnation on conducting environmental assessments. 

This guide provides instructions on screening projects to identify their environrnental impacts. 

If screening according to this guide indicates a project will have no adverse effects or only 

minimal or mitigatable effects, the project can proceed. If, however, the screening indicates a 

project will have effects significant in nature and scope or fails to fu1ly identify effects, then a 

complementary study, an initial environmental assessment (IEA) , is required. An IEA is 

conducted to answer questions raised by the preliminary environmental analysis (PEA). The 

initial assessment is conducted by the proponent and concludes with a decision about whether 

to go ahead with the project. 

Finally, should the proponent consider that public concerns about the project are 

significant, the project proposaI is referred to the Minister of the Environment, who appoints an 

environrnental assessment panel to hold a public review. The panel' s report is filed with the 

department that initiated the project, which then makes a final decision about whether to proceed 

with the project. 

Detailed infonnation about the federal Environmental Assessment and Review 

Process (EARP) can he obtained from the Federal Environrnental Assessment Review Office 

(FEARO). 

In cases where dredged sediment is to he dumped into the ocean in an area specified 

for that purpose in the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (Part N, fonnerly the Ocean 

Dumping Control Act), a permit must he obtained from Environrnent Canada's Regional Ocean 

Dumping Advisory Committee. Further information about this can he obtained from the 

Environmental Protection Service, Québec Region, Environment Canada. 

2.3 Recommendations for project planning 

Table 3 lists recommendations and measures that requite special attention during the 

planning phases of dredging projects. The adoption of these proposed measures will depend, of 

course, on the significance of the projecf s environmental impacts. An assessment of the quality 

of the material to he d.redged and a review of the work' s environmental impacts are therefore 

critical at the outset of the planning stage of a project 
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Table J Recommendatwns for Pltmning Dredging Activities 

GENERAL MEASURES SPECIFIC MEASURES 

• Conduct necessary • Determine surface area and volwne of material to be dredged 
preliminary studies • Sample and analyse sediment to assess physico-chemica1 quality. Use 

criteria developed by the St. Lawrence Centre together with tbe MENVlQ 
for all dredging and environmentaJ control activities 

• Study physical conditions of the environment (hydrodynamics, waves, 
tides) 

• Study climatology to determine optimwn periods for dredging (certain 
projects, for example, should be scheduled during periods of low flow and 
calm winds) 

• Identify sensitive elements of biophysical and social environments 
• Assess project environmentally and identify appropriate mitigative 

measures 
• Coordinate project realization with projects or needs of others concemed 
• When environmental constraints warrant: 

- Measure current speed and model suspended solids dispersion before -
carrying out work to ensure sensitive environmental features will not he 
substantially affected or to help in selecting and implementing specifie 
mitigative measures 

- Detennine optimwn locations for barriers in advance 

- Develop alternatives for equipment, metbods and disposaI or use of 
dredged material 

• For maintenance • Give preference to open-water disposaI sites in quiescent waters 
projects, examine site • Give preference to open-water disposaI sites where the physico-chemical 
alternatives for disposai characteristics of the sediment are similar ta or more degraded than those 
of dredged matenal of the dredged. material 

• Avoid zones used intensively by aquatic wildlife 
• Avoid modification of currents, sed.imentology. erosion or ice coyer in the 

SUfTOunding environment 

• For construction of new • Give preference to reuse of material for construction 
facilities, examine site • Give preference to open-water disposaI sites in quiescent waters 
alternatives for disposaI • Give preference ta open-water disposaI sites where the physico-chemical 
of dredged material characteristics of the sediment are similar ta or more degraded than those 

of the dredged. material 
• Target long-ternt control of sediment input through thoughtful siting, 

installation of appropriate structures (dikes, breakwaters and groynes) or 
control of source of suspended. solids 

• A void areas used intensively by aquatic fauna 
• Avoid modification of currents, sedimentology, erosion or ice coyer in the 

SUlTOunding environment 
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Table J Recommendatûms for Planning Dredging ActMties (conl'd.) 

GENERAL MEASURES SPECIFIC MEASURES 

• Plan projeet realization in • Conduet operations by avoiding or considering: 
consideration of important . Fish spawning and rearing periods 
periods for human and - Critical periods for waterfowl migration and oesting 
wildlife activities - Commercial and sports fishing and hunting periods 

- Important periods for recteational activities 
• Limit work at appropriate moments of the tidal or hydrological cycle 

(flood or low water) to proteet sensitive resources and uses upstrearn or 
downstream 

• Allow flexible dredging schedule so that pace of removal or disposai can 
be adjusted to environrnental constraints and sensitivity 

• Plan work to take advantage of natural conditions such as time of year, 
climate, tides and currents 

• Optimize transport routes • Locale transfer stations outside areas sensitive to biophysical or human 
technically, economically activities 
and environmentally 

• Minimize sediment losses • When plans calI for use of a hydraulic dredge, conduct a preliminary 
during disposai of dredged study 10 determine optimum size for sedimentatioo pond and conduct 
material sedimentation tests to optimize pond's retention period 

• Plan barriers for open-water disposaI when there are sensitive elements 
close by 

• Minimize interference with • Consult main control centres of the Canadian Coast Guard and yachting 
commercial and clubs 
recreational navigation • Issue navigation wamings 

• Proteet sensitive resources • In zones subject 10 tidal influence, consider upstrearn stretch of water 
and uses of the when assessing the environment's sensitivity 
environment • Plan on protective barriers if environment sensitivity or expected impacts 

so warrant 
• Inform municipaIities of projeet so measures cao be taken to proteet 

water intakes 
• In areas subject 10 saltwater influence, make sure oo-land disposai of 

dredged material does not conflict with groundwater use 

• Proteet sound and visual • Schedule work to minimize disturbances and noise pollution 
environment • Plan landscaping of containment sile al outsel of project planning stage 

• Conductenvironmental • Include an environmental monitoring prograrn for dredging activities in 
monitoring throughout the zones where sensitive resources or uses May be affected by resuspension 
work of sediment 
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3 PROJECT DESIGN 

The chapter on project design has two sections, one dealing with the removal and 

transport of dredged material, and the other with its disposaI. Each section begins with a 

description of available options and option-selection criteria, and then lists design-phase 

recommendations and measures. 

3.1 Removal and transport of material 

The sections which follow describe equipment for removing and transporting dredged 

sediment. The factors to be considered when selecting equipment for a particular project are 

presented next. Possible modifications to dredging equipment and operating methods are then 

described, followed by sections on operational control measures and turbidityl control measures. 

A surnmary table of general and specific recommendations for removal and transport conclude 

this chapter. 

3.1.1 Dredging equipment available. There exists a wide variety of dredging equipment 

on the market. Some of these types of equipment have long been used on the St. Lawrence 

River, whereas others never have, either because of their nature or because Canadian laws and 

regulations do not allow the federal govemment to awarcl dredging contracts to contractors whose 

equipment is not manufactured in Canada. This section describes equipment now operating on 

the St. Lawrence River. For information on equipment offered on the international market, the 

reader is referred. to Dredging Methods and Equipment Recommended for Use on the St. 

Lawrence, published by the St. Lawrence Centre in 1990. 

1 Material resuspended during dredging activities is composed mainly of silt, clay and organic matter. 
Resuspension is often manifested as "turbidity:' though turbidity is essentially an optical property of water and cannot 
be used to estimate the quantity or mass of suspended soUcis in water. Unless otherwise indicated, the terms 
"turbiditytf and ·suspended solids concentration· are used interchangeably in this guide. 
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The table below lists the various kinds of dredging equipment currently operating on 

the St. Lawrence River. 

MECHANICAL DREDGES HYDRAULIC DREDGES SPECIAL-PUR POSE DREDGES 

Clamshell dredge Plain suction dredge Horizontal auger dredge (Mudcat) 

Dipper dredge Cuttemead dredge 

Backhoe dredge Hopper dredge 
Amphibious suction bucket dredge 

(Watennaster) 

3.1.1.1 MECHANICAL DREDGES. Mechanical dredges are designed for hard as well as soft 

material. They remove sediment by direct application of mechanical force to the bottom surface. 

Their main advantage is that the dredged material almost wholely retains its in-situ density, 

thereby reducing the amount of material that must be transported, treated or disposed of. 

Mechanical dredges can be operated and manoeuvred in limited and confined areas and are very 

effective in areas with obstructions and debris. 

Mechanical dredges are capable of only modest production rates « 500 m3/h) , 

however, and this rate decreases in proportion to the depth of the dredging site. These dredges 

require barges or scows for the transport of dredged material, and they are rarely self-propelled. 

When working in fine, loose, noncohesive material, mechanical clredges cause significant 

sediment resuspension. Traditional construction models are also less effective for removing semi

liquid slurry. 

Figure 1 illustra tes the environmental problems generally associated with mechanical 

dredging equipment. 
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Figure 1 Environmental problems associated with mechanical dredging (from Parametrix 

Inc., 1989) 

The three types of mechanical dredges described below are CUITently used on the St. 

Lawrence River. 

A - Clamshell dredge 

Clamshell dredges are crane-operated devices used to excavate fine, consolidated 

sediment, sand and/or grave!. The bucket descends to the bottom in the open position and 

penetrates the material to he dredged by the force of its weight and the action of the c10sing 

mechanism. Once hoisted, dredged material is wùoaded by releasing the cable c10sing the bucket. 

The clamshell dredge is especially good for removing small volumes of material or 

maintaining small port facilities. They are easy to handle and control in small areas. There are 

also large clamshell dredges that can perform large-scale dredging operations. The c1amshell 

dredge is, in fact, one of the most popular types of dredges in the world. 

There are practically no limits on the length of the bucket-hoisting cable, enabling 

most clamshell dredges to function at depths of more than 12 m. The CUITent can, however, limit 

working depth; that is, accuracy decreases with increased depth, when the CUITent interferes with 

bucket control. 

The clamshell dredge is especially effective in sands and fine gravels and at clifficult 

to reach sites. Its production rate decreases, however, with coarser sediment. In fact, large 

stones can prevent the bucket from closing completely, thereby allowing fmer sediment to escape. 

Production rate is average in waves and swells. 
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The capacity of clamshell buckets ranges from 0.75 ml to 6.0 ml. They can operate 

at a pace of 20 to 30 cycles/hour, depending on water depth and substrate characteristics. 

r---- sPUOs_--:------, 

Figure 2 Clamshell dredge (Hand et aL, 1978) 

Clamshell dredging operations can cause considerable sediment resuspension as a 

result of impact, penetration and withelrawal of the bucket when material may he lost during 

hoisting, barge overf1ow or spillage during open-water disposaI. Loss of material can also be 

influenced by the nature of the removed sediment (especially fine, noncohesive material), the 

speed at which the bucket is hoisted and breaks the water surface, and water conditions. 

B - Dipper dredge 
This dredge is basically a mechanical shovel mounted on a pontoon. Dipper dredges 

are frequently used for subaqueous excavation of soft, broken rock and dense sedimentary 

deposits. They are also used in shallow water and for heavy work such as the removal of old 

structures, dikes. layers of rock. etc. 

The pontoon has two spuds at the bow and one at the stem. The bow spuds lift the 

pontoon above its nonnal position to solidly position the dredge so it can absorb shocks during 

operation, especially when the bucket penetrates the dredged material. 
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Figure 3 Dipper dredge (Hand et al., 1978) 

The production rate of a dipper dredge is comparatively very low or even poor in 

material where other types of dredges can operate quite easily. Dredging with this type of 

equipment is difficult in bad weather, and a good deal of fine-grained material is lost during 

bucket-hoisting. 

Given its design construction, the dipper dredge's working depth is generally no 

greater than 12 m. Bucket capacity varies and the pace of work is 30 to 60 cycles/hour. 

C - Backhoe dredge 

Originally an on-land excavator, the backhoe unit is instaIled, crawler-mounted if 

desired, on the reinforced deck of a scow. The dredge bucket is flXed to a flexible dipper arm 

attached to the end of the boom, and material is removed by pulling the bucket towards the 

dredge. Dredged material is deposited on shore or in scows. 

The backhoe dredge can usually operate to a depth of about 12 m in a wide range 

of sediment types: small pebbles, gravel, coarse sand, cohesive sand and compact clay. Bucket 

capacity is generally 1 ml to 3 ml. 

Losses of dredged material can be significant with this dredge, and for this reason 

it is rarely used to excavate fine sediment. 

3.1.1.2 HYDRAULIC DREDGFS. Hydraulic dredges remove and transport sediment in the 

foem of slurry. They are usually mounted on barges equipped with diesel- or electric-powered 

centrifugaI pumps with float-supported discharge pipelines 15 to 122 cm in diameter. The 

slumes, usually containing 10 to 20 percent solids by weight. are often transported long distances 
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from the removal site. Other methods used to transport or evaeuate dredged material are 

sidecasting. loading into barges or scows. and direct loading of onboard hoppers. 

Figure 4 illustrates the environrnental problems generally associated with hydraulie 

dredging equipment. 

Sediment 
settling 

Biologieal uptake 

Advection via 
currents and tides 

Figure 4 Environmental problems assoclated with hydraulic dredging 

(from Parametrix Ine.. 1989) 

HydrauIic dredges are generally faster than mechanical dredges; production rates run 

as high as 7600 ml of material/hour. They also generally cause less resuspension at the dredging 

site than mechanical dredges. On the other hand. special measures, such as immense 

sedimentation ponds. are sometimes required at the disposaI site to hand1e the slurry removed. 

With the exception of self-carrying dredges, hydraulic dredges are difficult to operate 

in rough waters. In addition, debris can clog up suction lines and interfere with pipeline removal 
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of dredged material, whereas anchoring systems, discbarge pipes and the manoeuvring of 

auxiliary vessels can interfere with navigation. 

Three types of hydraulic dredges currently operate on the St. Lawrence River: 

A - Plain suction dredge 

As the name implies, the plain suction dredge operates on suction generated by a 

centrifugai pump. The dredge moves with the help of a system of anchor cables. 

Figure 5 Plain sucDon dredge (Hand et aL, 1978) 

Plain suction dredges come in a variety of sizes and horsepowers, and production 

rates are excellent Plain suction dredges are generally used to remove mud, sand (low 

compaction) and even grave!. Their production rates are a function of pipe size, pump power, 

rate of discharge and type of material heing dredged. 

B - Cutterhead dredge 

This suction dredge bas a powerful rotating mecbanical digging apparatus mounted 

at the intake end of the suction pipe. This is the cutterhead, and it breaks up bard and cohesive 

material so it can he pumped up the suction intake. There are many types of cutterheads adapted 

for different types of sediment 

The cutterhead dredge is generally equipped with two spuds which serve to hold the 

dredge in working position. During operation, the cutterhead dredge swings from side to side, 

alternately using the port and starboard spuds as pivots. Cables attached to either side of the 

dredge controllateral movement Forward movement is achieved by lowering the starboard spud 
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after the port swing is made. This operation ensures the accurate and unifonn removal of 

sediment. 

When the cutterhead is removed or shut off. the equipment can operate Iike a plain 

suction dredge. 

Figure 6 Cutterhead dredge (Hand et. aL. 1978) 

Dredging efficiency depends on achieving a balance between the hydraulic suction 

and mechanical action of the cutterhead. Production rate also depends on the grain size of the 

dredged material. dredging depth and dredge size. 

Cutterhead dredges are used worldwide. mainly because of their efficiency and 

versatility . 

C .. Hopper dredge 

These dredges differ from other suction dredges in that they are mounted on self

propelled vessels and hence transport dredged sediment instead of dumping it into barges. 

Draganns are hinged on either side of the vesse!. In dredging position. the head is dragged along 

the bottom as the vessel moves forward at low speed. Material is lifted up the suction pipe and 

stored in hoppers where the slurry is decanted. Excess water with a 10W suspended solids content 

is allowed to flow over weirs in the hoppers and back into the waterbody. Solids accumulated 

in the hoppers are then dumped in open water at another location. Hopper dredges are highly 

efficient for excavating loose. noncohesive material. This self-propelled dredge can operate in 

rough open waters. in relatively strong currents. in and around marine shipping traffic and in 

adverse weather conditions. Minimum dredging depth. however. is restricted by vessel draught. 
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Figure 7 Hopper dredge (Hand et al., 1978) 

TIris type of dredge does not require an anchoring system and therefore the dredged 

swface may he very uneven because windrows (ridges of partially disturbed materiaI hetween 

cuts) almost always result; in fact, to achieve desired dredging depth, a thicker layer of sediment 

must generally he removed. Main sources of resuspension with this type of dredge are happer 

overflow, agitation of bottom sediment by the dragarm during the dredging process, and the 

action of the vessel's propeUer. On the St Lawrence River, generally speaking. happer dredges 

are usually only used for the maintenance of certain sections of the shipping channel. 

3.1.1.3 SPECIAL-PURPOSE DREDGFS. A number of specially-designed dredging systems have 

been developed in recent years in the United States and Japan to pump sediment with high solids 

contents or to minimize sediment resuspension caused by removal operations. Most of these 

special-purpose dredges are intended for small and medium-scale projects. mainly restoration, 

cleanup. or special dredging projects. 

Research into the field of special-purpose dredges is very dynamic at present. 

Readers are urged to consult Dredging Methods and Equipment Recommended for Use on the St. 

Lawrence, which presents the findings of a study undertaken by the St. Lawrence Centre and 

published in 1990. 
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Two types of special-purpose dredges currently operate on the St. Lawrence River: 

A - Horizontal auger dredge (Mudcat) 

A portable hydraulic dredge mounted on a pontoon, the Mudcat features an auger-like 

cutting device that feeds slurry to the suction intake of a centrifugaI pump. The Mudcat was 

designed to remove fine sediment. The dredge is propelled along an anchored cable and dredged 

material is discharged through a float-supported pipeline. 

This type of equipment is suitable for small or mediurn-scale projects in shallow 

waters. Its main advantage is its compact size, which means it can easily be transported by truck 

to operate in confined and rather inaccessible areas. It can operate in water as shallow as 

0.5 m, but not at depths greater than 6.1 m. Its production rate is about 90 ml/h. The Mudcat 

leaves an even bottom. 

The Mudcat horizontal auger dredge causes a low rate of resuspension of sediments, 

which is mainly caused by the expulsion of sediment at either end of the auger. This can be 

reduced by adjusting suction power to the auger rotation speed and the depth of cut. The auger 

can also he shielded to minimize turbidity. 
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Figure 8 Horizontal auger dredge (Mudcat) 
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B - Bucket suction dredge (Watermaster) 

The Watennaster bucket suction dredge is a backhoe mounted on a pontoon equipped 

with stabilizers and a propeller. The equipment can thus operate independently on land, as weIl 

as in water or in marshy areas. Along with the conventional digging bucket, this dredge can aiso 

be equipped with a suction bucket: two dredging pumps placed in the bucket continuously pwnp 

up dislodged material. To prevent obstruction of the pipes. cutting blades are installed at the 

pwnp intake to shred roots or vegetation. Purnped material is pushed into a pipeline that can be 

as much as 500 m long. 

The Watennaster bas a relatively modest production rate and is unsuitable at depths 

of more than 3.8 m. 

i ; 
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Figure 9 Bucket sumon dredge (Watennaster) 
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Tables 4 and 5 swnmarize the respective advantages and disadvantages of the main 

types of dredges and the various methods of transporting dredged sediment. 
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Table 4 Main Advantages and Disadvantages of Ji vailable Removal Options 

Il OPTIONS ADVANTAGES DISADV ANTAGES Il 
Meehanical dredges 

CLAMSHELL • Maximal preservation of in-situ solids • Relatively low production rate 
DREDGE content of excavated material decreases with depth (30 to 500 m3!h) 

• Minimal facilities required for • Relatively high rate of sediment 
transport, treatment and disposai of resuspension into water column, 
dredged material especiaUy during work in fine, 

DIPPER • Almost unlimited dredging depth for noncohesive material 
DREDGE clamsheU dredges • Effectiveness low or nil in liquid 

• Cao work safely close to wharves and sediment or in presence of debris 
other fixed structures • May hinder navigation 

• Efficient for removal of contaminated • Rehandling required when open-water 
BACKHOE sediment at shoreline or in flood plain disposai is impossible 
DREDGE • Precision work in shallow water 

• Can operate in loose and hard materials 
and in preSence of obstacles and debris 

• Unit costs for removing small volumes 
of material are typically lower than 
with hydraulic dredges 

• Open-water dumping from barges 
generates less turbidity than pipeline 
discharges from hydraulic dredges 

Hydraullc dredges 

PLAIN • High production rate (up to 7000 m3!h) • High water content of material 
SUcnON • Facilitates transport of dredged removed (80% to 90%) 
DREDGE material over long distances • Large areas required for disposaI of 

• Lower rate of sediment resuspension dredged spoil and water treatment 
into water colwnn at dredging site than • GeneraUy leaves an uneven bottom in 
with mechanieal dredges hard gound 

CUTTERHEAD • Not limited by speed of currents • Most debris cannot be removed 
DREDGE • Pipeline transport of contaminated hydraulically 

sediment minimizes risks for worlcers • Hydraulic dredges are very sensitive 
and public to swells and waves 

• Unit cost of removing large volumes of • Dredge and pipeline may hinder 
material is typically lower than with navigation 
mechanical dredges • Open~water disposai from the 

pipeline generates more turbidity than 
does dumping from barges loaded by 
mechanical dredges 

• Gas in sediment can affect pump 
operation 
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Table 4 Main Advanlages and DisadvanÛlges of A vaüable Removal Options (cont'd.) 

11 
OPTIONS ADVANTAGES DISADV ANTAGES Il 

Hydraulic dredges (cont' d.) 

HOPPER DREDGE • No interference with navigation • High water content of material 
• FaciHtates long distance trnnsport removed (80% to 90%) 

without rehandling when open-water • Most debris cannot he removed 
disposai is feasible hydraulically 

• Overflow allows foc maximal use of • More sediment resuspended in 
hoppers water column at dredging site than 

• Not limited by CWTent speed. waves with mechanical dredges 
or rough water • Cannot operate continuously 

• Hopper capacity cannot he used for 
removing contaminated sediment 
due to possibility of overfJow 

• Dredged material must he rehandled 
when open-water disposaI is not 
feasible 

• Less precise than other dredges 
• Generally suitable only for removal 

of large volumes of material from 
navigation channels 

• Limited in shallow waters because 
of deep draughts required 

Speeial-purpose dredges 

HORIZONTAL • Small size: easy transport by truck • Modest production rate 
AUGER DREDGE or plane allows operation in difficult • Causes some resuspension. mainly 
(MUDCAT) to reach sites at auger ends 

• Leaves an even boUom • Maximwn water depth of 6.1 m 
• Requires frequent repositioning 

because of sensitivity to wind and 
currents 

BUCKET SUCTION • Minimizes turbidity • Modest production rate 
DREDGE • Small size: easy transport by truck • Maximum water depth of 3.8 m 
(W A TERMASTER) oc plane allows operation in difficult 

to reach sites 
• Arnphibious: cao work on shore oc 

in very shallow water 
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Table 5 Main Advantages and DisadvanÛlges of A vai/able Transport Options 

OPTIONS ADVANTAGES DISADV ANTAGES 

PIPELINE • Very ecooomicaJ • Booster pumps required for long distance transport 
• Minimizes sediment loss and where substantial differeoces exist in levels 
• Ensures uninterrupted between dredging site and disposai site 

dredging operations • Debris in dredged spoU frequently clogs pipes 
• Limits number of • Interferes with commercial and recreational 

rehandling operations navigation 
• Ideal for liquid sediment • On-land transport tolerates (ew obstructions (roads, 
• Can be used to unload infrastructures, steep slopes, etc.) 

barges • Generally suitable only for transport of large volumes 
of material 

• Large sedimentation ponds are required for on-shore 
or on-land disposai 

BARGE AND • Costs are low for short • Can only be used for open-water disposai (unless 
SCOW distances rehandled) 

• If on-land disposai is selected, rehandling facilities 
must be built 

• LeaJdng can be a problem 

HOPPER • Costs are low for short • Dredging operations can never be continuous 
DREDGE distances • Vessel draught limitations 

• Ideal for open-water • Not patticu1arly recommended for highly 
disposai contaminated sediment because of losses during 

loading and transport 

TRUCK • Very flexible; makes aIl • Transport costs are relatively high 
disposai and treatment • May obstruct local traffic and cause sound and dust 
sites accessible pollution 

• Ideal for on-shore to on- • Load must he removed and dredged sediment 
land disposai or transport rehandled 
to treatment site • Permanent oc temporary transfer stations required 

• Dewatering of sediment generally required before 
transport 

TRAIN • Attractive option foc • Not generally cost-effective unless involves transport 
transport of cootaminated of large volumes of material over long distances 
sediment in urban settings • Rehandling of dredged sediment required 

• There must he a railway close to dredging site and 
disposaI or treatment site 

CONVEYER • Operating costs are fairly • Lirnited to very short distances 
low • Substantial initial investment required 

• Equipment is noisy 
• Major risks of leaking 
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3.1.2 Equipment selection criteria. Table 6 lists the technical, environmental and 

economic factors to consider in selecting dredging equipment and transport options for a 

particular project 

These factors may lead to a number of design-phase decisions: 

- Selection of a specifie type of equipment 

- Modification of conventional equipment 

- Adoption of additional control measures to increase the perfonnance of equipment 

selected 

- Selection of a specifie disposaI or treatment plan and selection of appropriate 

equipment 

- Adoption of auxiliary control measures to reduce impacts of equipment operation 

(turbidity controI). 

Table 7 outlines the characteristics and environrnental performance of most 

equipment operating on the St. Lawrence River at present. 
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Table 6 Technical, Economie and Environmental Faclol'$lo Consider in Selecling Dredging and Transport 
Equipmenl 

CONSIDERATIONS FACfORS 

TECHNICAL • Volume of material to be removed 
• Dredging history of site and area (frequency. volwnes removed. etc.) 
• Grain size of material to be removed 
• Location of dredging site relative to planned disposai site 
• Area. shape and depth of dredging site (moving and operating an oveNized 

dredge can increase resuspension) 
• Dredging accuracy required 
• Obstacles to movement and operation of equipment (bridges. shallows, 

breakwaters, difficult access) 
• Possible conflicts with commercial and recreational navigation 
• Consistency of material (cohesion, density, compaction) and presence of 

debris 
• Wind, wave. swell, tide and current conditions at dredging and disposai sites 

and transport route 
• Siting and surface area available for sedimentation ponds 
• Transport constraints (presence of whanres, topography and on-land 

constraints, distances to coyer) 
• Need for one or more load transfer points to get dredged material to disposai 

site 
• Pretreatment or treatment planned 
• Distance between dredging site and disposai site 
• Compatibility with disposai and/or treatment operations 
• Training and competence requirements for operating personnel 
• Handling, vessel draught, access or productivity requirements .. Regulatory or legislative restrictions on materials, sites or methods 

ECONOMIC • Unit operating costs of each equipment type 
• A vailability of equipment 
• Deadline for completion of project 
• Transport and disposai costs 
• Cost impacts of disposai and/or treatment 

• Regulatory or legislative restrictions on materials, sites or methods 

ENVIRON MENTAL • Nature and extent of contamination of sediment to he dredged. as well as 
physical. chemical and toxicological characteristics of contaminants 

• Envitonmental behaviour of materials and contaminants concemed (mobility. 
response to leaching, toxicity, bioaccumulability, etc.) 

• Presence and proximity of sensitive elements of the human environment 
(water intakes, wells, recreational or commercial activities. etc.) 

• Presence and proximity of sensitive eIements of the natural environment 
(breeding, rearing or feeding grolUlds for birds or for aquatic or terrestrial 
wildlife) 

• Presence of contaminants or sources of contamination in the area 
• Regulatory or legislative restrictions on materials, sites or methods 
• Health and safety requitements for operating personnel 



Table 7 Assessment grid of technical and environmental performance of 
conventional and special-purpose dredges 

MECILUOCAL DIlEDGES IIYDItAVLlC DREDGES SrEClAL P1JIU'OSE 
DREDGES 

pU'!'tiR PU\IN cunat- HOI'I'ER BUCIŒT AUOER 
CLAMSHEU. AND suenON IŒAP 

SUC'l1ON DREDOE .ACICHOI! 

TECHNlCAL AND ECONOMICAL CRITERIA 

PRIiDOINO VOLUMECOMPAT1IIlLrrY 

_«5000 .. ~ ++ ++ + + - ++ ++ 
ModI_ <500010 lOOOOO",~ ++ + ++ ++ + + + 
~(>IOOOOO"1 + -- ++ ++ ++ -- --

MA11!It1AL-n'1'S COMPA11BlLrrY - - ++ -- + -- + -
Soft ++ ++ + ++ + ++ ++ 
LIqtold - -- ++ + ++ + ++ 

PRIiDOINO DEPnI LIMlI'AnONS ++ ~ + + + - . -
HINORANCS TOTRAFFIC + - - - ++ . -
WA YB HElOHTLlMITAnONS - -- . - + -- --
MOBlLrrY + + + + + ++ ++ 

SOLIPS cotlIENT ++ ++ - - - + + 

DEBRIS + ++ 
e _ - -- + -

VESSEL DRAUOIfl'LlMrrA'nONS + + + + -- ++ ++ 
AV AILAIIILrrY ++ ++ ++ ++ + + + 
MANOBJVRABILrrY ++ ++ + + - ++ -
CURRENTLlMITAnONS - - + + ++ + . 
RSLlAIlLrrY ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + 
COSTIUNlI'OI' FltODUC'I1ON + + ++ ++ + + -
BASS OI'MATBRIAL TRANSPORT + + ++ ++ + + ++ 

ENVIRONMENl'AL CRITERIA 

ItESUSP9ISlON ATDliS)(IlNO sm - -- + + - + + 

II.&SUSPI!NSION AtON WlNDROWS + + + + . + + 

ItESUSPEHSIOI'I ATDISPOSAL sm + + - - - + + 

FACIUIY 01' ItESUSFENSION CONTItOl.. . -. + + + + + 

II.&SUSPl!NSION DURlNO tRANSPORT + + ++ ++ + ++ ++ 

PRIiDOINO ACCUI\.ACY + + + + - ++ ++ 

SCOPII 01' TIlSA'lMENTFACD.mES ++ ++ -- .. -- + + 

(- -) VERY UNSATlSFACfORY (-) UNSATlSFACfORY (+) GOOD (+ +) EXCELLENT 
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3.1.3 Equipment modifications. Conventional hydraulic or mechanical dredges are those 

most often used on the St. Lawrence River, their use frequently the resulting compromise 

between impacts on the environment at dredging and disposaI sites, and desired technical 

perfonnance. Their environmental performance can, however, be appreciably improved by 

relatively minor modifications to certain parts of the equipment. Table 8 shows the factors that 

affect the resuspension rate for each type of dredge operated on the St. Lawrence River and the 

main corresponding equipment modifications. 

3.1.3.1 WATERTIGHT CLAMSHELL. The main modification applicable to the clamshell 

dredge consists of improving the watertightness of its closing system's semi-cylindrical teeth. 

The system is only effective in sand or fine, soft sediment, however. In addition, under certain 

conditions, water retained by the watertight bucket can increase losses from barge overflow 

during loading. 

ClamsheH buckets of recent design have tongue-and-groove edges that seal when the 

bucket is closed to reduce leakage. 

3.1.3.2 SPILL AND LEAK PREVENTION FOR BARGES, SCOWS AND PIPELINES. Careful 

attention must be paid to barge unloading systems to reduce los ses during transport of dredged 

sediment. Doors and opening and closing systems must be equipped with devices that aHow 

adjustments for a close fit of parts. Care must be taken that joints between sections of pipeline 

transporting slurry from hydraulic dredges are watertight. 

3.1.3.3 ENCLOSED BUCKET. A second wall or shell can be added around the bucket of a 

mechanical dredge. TIùs double wall creates a chamber that isolates the bucket and greatly 

reduces losses of suspended solids during bucket hoisting and lowering. 

This second wall has sealing joints that do not interfere with the bucket' s closure, 

a problem up to now with watertight buckets. 

The double wall also aHows for greater control of the hydrostatic pressure inside the 

bucket and a better retention of fine sediment which would otherwise escape. Depending on the 

depth, a suction hose helps to maintain pressure at a level lower than or equal to that of the 

ambient environment. 

Enclosed buckets are currently used mainly on small dredging projects to recover 

material dumped at the water bottom or to dredge small volumes of highly-contaminated 

sediment. 
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Table 8 Technical Modij1cation Options for Dredging and Transport Equipment 

TYPE OF DREDGE FACI'ORS AFFECTING TECHNICAL MODIFICATION 
RESUSPENSION RATE OPTIONS FOR 

DREDGING AND TRANSPORT 
EQUIPMENT 

MECHANICAL • Watertightness of bucket • Watertight clarnshell 
DREDGES • Limited laleral and vertical • Use of enclosed bucket 

movement of backhoe • Hydraulic closing system for backhoe 
• Loss of malerial during transport • Watertight barge and scow doors 

by barge or scow 

HYDRAULIC • Pump suction pressure • Increase suction pump capacity 
DREDGES • Speed of tateral movement • Add booster pumps ta increase 

• Angle of dredge head suction capacity 
• Cutterbead design • Install a shield near suction mouth or 
• Loss of maleria! during pipeline cutterhead 

transport • Use a cone-shaped cutterhead 
• Substantial resuspension at • Install pressure and density gauges to 

discharge site control and oplimize water.sediment 
• Cutter rotation speed relative to mix 

suction capacity • Install degassing system 
• SeaI pipe joints 
• Install tremie tube at end of pipe 
• InstaIl diffuser at end of pipe 
• Install cutterhead directly under 

suction pipe 

HOPPER DREDGE • Use of overflow • Use of anti-turbidity overflow system 
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3.1.3.4 SUBMERGED DlFFUSERS AND TREMIE TUBES. The main purpose of diffusers and 

tremie tubes is to decrease discharge velocity and turbulence of open-water disposai of material 

removed with a hydraulic dredge. 

The diffuser is fixed to the end of the submerged vertical pipe and is usually he Id 

close to the bottom by a derrick mounted on a barge. A tremie tube can aIso be attached to the 

end of a pipe for discharging material removed by a hydraulic dredge. Tube length can be 

adjusted to the receiving environment. 

This equipment can be difficu1t to control at significant depths. 

'----- tA .. 1IWII --.-..1 

Figure 10 Submerged diffuser «(rom Hand et aL, 1978) 
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_____ Tremie Tube ____ _ 

", Middle Stlge/ Il.,., ")/" ~ '.n" @_ '!b>,'. ~~ .. ! ~/ ",.1 WGI ""TM ,: .. " ',11" 
'.1111 ~ :",11 _ .",.. , 
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' •• ,III 
::: ,t .. 
• • • 1 : : ~ 

Figure Il Telescopic tremie tube (from Togashi, 1981) 

3.1.3.5 PROTEcrIVE SHIELDS FOR SUcrlON HEADS. A protective shield is generally a metal 

structure installed in front of the dredge head of a suction dredge at a distance of six to eight 

times the pipe dÏameter. The shield may he shaped like a rectangular funnet and sizes vary, 

although the shield can measure as much as one-third the total circumference of the dredge head. 

The turbidity plume. which moves towards the front of the dredge, is deflected by the shield and 

retumed to the dredge suction pipe. This is an effective modification, especially in calm waters. 

3.1.3.6 INCREASING PUMP CAPACITY. Adjusting purnp capacity to cutterhead speed has a 

decided effect on dredge production and resuspension rates. Dredge production rates can he 

increased and resuspension rates reduced at the worksite by selecting systems that allow increases 

in suction capacity or by the addition of a submerged Iadder-mounted pump. Under certain 

conditions. however. slurry pumped using such systems is less dense. 

3.1.3.7 AN'rI-TURBIDITY OVERFLOW SYSTEM. The quantity of suspended solids spilled into 

the environment by hopper dredge overflows can he significantly reduced by modifying overflow 

systems to ensure maximum settling time and minimum turbulence in the hoppers. Baffles and 

intermediary basins or hoppers can he installed to improve the quality of overflow water, and 

increase dredge efficiency. 
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3.1.4 Modification of dredging methods. Impacts of dredging can he reduced by 

modifying dredging methods or operating techniques in addition to improving equipment. Table 

9 lists the main factors affecting sediment resuspension rates for each type of dredge and includes 

recommendations on improving existing dredging and transport methods. 

3.1.4.1 MECHANICAL DREDGES. The sediment resuspension effected by mechanical 

dredging can he reduced with suitable operating methods. As such, it is particu1arly important 

that the bucket he lowered no faster than 0.6 rn/s, that bucket or backhoe hoisting speed he as 

slow as possible when working in fine, noncohesive material, and that no attempts he made to 

level the dredged surface by dragging the bucket. These measures should he taken whenever 

sensitive resources might he affected by increased turbidity. 

Hoisting and lowering speeds can also he automatically controlled as a function of 

the depth specific to each site with the help of computerized electronic equipment, control 

software and a video monitor. Such equipment can also he uSeful for precision control of 

dredging depth and dredging area to prevent over-dredging and the formation of windrows. 

3.1.4.2 HYDRAULIC DREDGES. Hydraulic dredges generally have fewenvironmental impacts 

at the dredging site if pump pressure, cutter rotation speed, dredge head advancing speed and 

depth of cut are closely controlled. Specifically, sediment resuspension can he reduced by 

balancing cutter speed with pump capacity. This also improves dredge performance, since a11 

dislodged sediment is sucked into the dredge. A variety of simple operating techniques can be 

used to match cutterhead to pump capacity. 

As a general cule. cutterhead speed should always he kept to the minimum that yields 

an acceptable production rate cost-wise. Reduced speeds are frequently more efficient, both 

environmentallyand economically. 

Slopes of navigation channels should he stepped rather than box cut. In fine, 

noncohesive material, a box cut left alone to slough itself into an angle of repose causes 

substantial sediment resuspension. 
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Tabk !J Mot4flctllûm Opdons lor Dredging /lM TrlUfSport Methods 

TYPE OF FACTORS AFFECTING RECOMMENDATIONS 
DREDGE SEDIMENT RESUSPENSION 

MECHANICAL • Buclcet hoisting speed. and impact • Careful use of equipment by fully ttained and sensiûzed 
on bouom when lowering buclcet operatcn 

· Rinsing of buclcet during Iow«ing · Reduce bucke« hoisting and lowerlng speed « 0.6 mis) 

· Loss of material during transpa't • Avoid Jevelling bottom by dragging buclcet 
by barge cr scow · Lower budcet as far clown as possible inro scow 

• With v«y c:ootaminated materiat. rinse budcet on scow 
• Avoid use of SCOWlI when weather c:ooditions will mean 

loss of rnateriaJ 

HYDRAUllC 0 Depth of cut 0 Careful use of equipment by fully tr'ained and sensitized 

· Speed of Iatenl movement operatcn 

· Angle of dredge head 0 Make stepped rather than bOx cuts 
• Cutt«head rotation speed • Weigh anœcr before momg ctedge 

· Tide cycle (high or Iow) · Swing dredge in close c:oocentric arcs over the dredging 
• Advancing ctedge (windrow surface and eut in direction of swing ro prevent 

fonnation) windrowing. ldeaDy, cuts should ov«1ap by 0.3 m 

· Lower section of cuuemead when • Use a spud system to advance dredge 
dredging thiclc layers • Position ctedge preclsely 

• Limit cIepth of cut ro approximately the diameter of the 
cutterhead 

• Limit speed of Iatenl mov«nent of the dredge head 
• Use app-opriate and properly aqusted cutters 
• Alter or adjust cutting angle 
• Optimize cutter rocation speed ro match pwnp eapacity 

· Limit cutter rotation speed ro 30 rpm 

· Remove cutterhead in rUle and soft materia1 
• Clean pipeline before removing or adding pipe sections 

HOPPER • Use of overflow • Careful use of equipnent by fully ttained and sensitized 
• Turbulence generated br self- operatcn 

propelled dredge · Avoid use of overflow when working in fme material 

· Cruising speed · Optimize dredging speed ro malœ pwnp suction eapacity 

· Dredge head dragging on the water · Reduce speed al which pumped s1uny flows inro hoppers 
boaom · Select a ctedge advancing technique thal minimizes 

windrowing 
• Make stepped rather than box cuts 
0 Weigh anclter before moving dredge 
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On some dredging projects, it may be more economical to make rough cuts and then 

complete the project with a final cleanup. This technique is not generally recommended, because 

the layer of sediment left may he subject to resuspension by currents and shipping traffic. This 

technique should therefore he used only where sediment resuspension will not affect sensitive 

resources. 

Large sets, or distances between cuts, very thick cuts and very shallow cuts should 

be avoided. Deep cuts tend to bury the dredge head and may cause high levels of resuspension 

if suction is not strong enough. On the other band, if cuts are too sballow, the cutter tends to 

throw the sediment heyond the intake of the dredge. 

The leverman should swing the dredge so the dredge head will cover as much of the 

bottom as possible. This minimizes the formation of windrows that may become resuspended 

by currents and by turbulence caused by the cutterhead and dredge manoeu~s. Windrow 

formation can he eliminated by swinging the dredge in close concentric arcs over the dredging 

area. Figure 12 shows two setting techniques: the travelling spud method and the two-spud 

method. Although the travelling-spud method is recommended because of its hetter technical and 

environmental perfonnance, both methods can he used to prevent windrowing. 

With the travelling spud method, the worldng or travelling spud is set down in the 

bottom of the waterway from the centre of the hull. An opening or pit runs lengthwise along the 

hull, centre to back. A hydraulic mechanism attached to the spud slides along this pit, front to 

back. The hydraulic piston relaxes after each swing and pushes the vesse! forward. Given the 

limited length of the piston (2 to 10 m). the travelling spud must be reset on the bottom about 

every five swings. In resetting the spud, the piston is automatically in its shortest position. To 

prevent the vessel from drifting, a second spud (supporting spud), generally at the back of the 

vessel, is dropped to the water bottom. By always setting back a bit to recut part of the area 

covered by the preceding swing, the operator can easily prevent windrowing. This is a new 

technique and not widespread. It is easily adapted for older equipment. 

The most widely-used technique is the two-spud method (the vessel is supported first 

by one spud and then by the other), though it is not as fast as the travelling spud technique 

because in order to advance, the supporting spud must change with each swing. In addition, sets 

must he very small to prevent windrowing. 
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Traveling spud technique 

1IrI+-+-' Travelling spud 
Hydraullc piston 

Support spud 

Two spud technique 

OB 
cG l Set 

(Up) ~. -~A..J (Down) 

Figure 12 Techniques for advancing hydraulic dredge (from Barnard, 1978) 
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The cutterhead should be fitted with blades appropriate to the task and the dredge 

head itself should be appropriate for ladder length. Other very important factors to consider are 

the number of blades and their cutting radius, which must be appropriate for dredging depth and 

type, and the thickness of the sediment layer to be dredged. 

Whenever possible and depending on material type, the cutterhead should be pulled 

back or shut off to place the suction head closer to the sediment to be removed and reduce 

sediment resuspension. 

The cutting angle should be carefully determined. If the angle is too wide, the finest 

sediment will be pushed out of reach of the suction. If the angle is too small, the back rather 

than the point of the teeth will cut into the bottom, thereby increasing sediment resuspension. 

For fine-grained sediment, a 20 to 25-degree angle is ideal for lifting sediment from the bottom 

and guiding it to the suetion. 

3.1.5 Operational control measures. The European experienee has shown that the 

technical, economic and environmental performance of dredging equipment can be decidedly 

improved by a better operating control of a11 equipment and of dredge head or bucket position. 

Computerized instruments and control software are now on the market; dredging production can 

now be optimized with continuous video monitoring of all stages of dredging operations. 

This is an attractive option for dredging proponents and contractoes: it minimizes 

COSts' guarantees dredging at desired depth and prevents overdredging, with its concomitant 

environmental and economic impacts. 

For mechanical dredging, equipment is available that will indicate yield, bucket 

position relative to vessel and water bottom, cable or pull-chain tension and thickness of layer 

removed. 

For suction dredging, operators need continuous information on pump pressure. water 

content and suction velocity (pressure gauges and/or density meters measure solid content of 

dredged slurry). 

For hopper dredges, it is important to know and control volume and mass of dredged 

slurry, vessel draught and overflow solids content 

A costly and sophisticated control system will not necessarily eliminate sediment 

resuspension, but it will definitely reduce it. especially if the work is properly conducted. 

3.1.5.1 VESSEL OR DREDGE POSITION CONTROL INSTRUMENTS. The exact geographic 

position of the vessel must be known before it is anchored above an off-shore dredging site. A 

wide variety of positioning systems are now on the market (GPS, MiniRanger, SATNAV, Decca. 

Loran C). Most of these systems work on the principle of a beaeon that emits radio signaIs of 
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known frequency and speed. Vessel distance from a beacon is then a function of wave 
transmission time. The absolute position of the vessel is obtained from two or more beacons 

using a triangulation principle. The more beacons. the more precise the determination of vessel 

(receiver) position. Optical signaIs (laser) are sometimes used as beacons. Some laser systems 

requite only one shore station and are very rapid and precise. In addition, laser beams do not 

interfere with vessel mobility and are visible at night and in fog. 

A nurnber of vessel-position control systems can be used in combination to keep a 

vessel on course or predict vessel movements: 

- Elec1ronic compass 

- Depth meter 

- Gyrocompass 

- Wave height measuring instrument 
- Bearing indicator (c1inometer) 

- Cunent meter 

- Vessel position control instrument (forwardJbacleward) 

- Croise con1rol instrument 

- Distance recorder 

- Course programmer. 

3.1.5.2 REMOV AL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS. In addition to vessel positioning equipment, 

there are underwater locating devices to control removal itself. With these systems, an exact 
volume of material can be removed. Overdredging is thus minimized, as are the costs associated 

with the handling. treatment or disposaI of excess sediment. 

More specifically, these systems offer: 

- Better monitoring of operations 

- Closer control of operations 

- Greater flexibility in the event of in-progress changes 

- Pertinent records for subsequent review. 

Surveying software packages can be used to generate pre- and post-dredging 

bathymetric charts, indicate volume dredged, locate obstacles, calculate swface areas and 

detennine water depths. This software is coupled with underwater camera and video systems (for 

monitoring bottom and dredge head position), as weIl as other monitoring systems (ie., pressure 
and movement control). 
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Cameras and monitors are frequently used to align the ladder. An acoustic wave can 

also be used to measure depth of the dredge head. Today, with these systems, dredging precision 

is about 0.1 m. 

These underwater locating systems are also used to position supporting spuds, operate 

motion compensators, position sediment discharges and inspect pipelines. 

Table 10 lists equipment and instruments for controlling sediment removal operations. 

3.1.6 Complementary turbidity control measures. This section descrihes additional 

measures for sediment resuspension control for use during removal or near the disposaI site. 

3.1.6.1 CURTAIN BARRIERS. Curtain barriers are used in the immediate vicinity of dredging 

or disposaI operations to limit dispersion of resuspended particles. They are generally highly 

effective in calm, protected and shallow water. Barriers should he used in conjunction with 

dredges that do not requite frequent movement. Under ideal conditions, turbidity levels can be 

appreciably reduced. 

Containment booms, used mainly to control dispersion of floating conta minants, are 

a common type of impervious barrier made of PVC-reinforced nylon or polyester or of 

Kevlar/polyester. They are maintained in a vertical position by flotation segments at the top and 

a ballast chain along the bottom. Tension cables are placed vertically into the curtain at reguIar 

intervals above the flotation segments to absorb the stress imposed by currents and other 

hydrodynamic forces. Other types of barriers - geotextile or canvas curtains modelled after the 

silt curtain - can also he used. An anchoring system holds curtain barriers in place. 

Containment booms are usually fabricated in 30-m long sections and their height can 

he adapted to project conditions. As much as 6 m of the curtain can be submerged. although the 

practical maximum height is generally 3 m. Sections can he juxtaposed to achieve desired 

length. sometimes several hundred metres. However, efforts must he made to define as c10sely 

as possible the sources of suspended solids or sensitive zones which must he protected. Barriers 

can he deployed in a semi-circular, circular or zigzag configuration. 
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Table JO Dredging Operation Control Instruments 

1 
PRODUcr TYPE 

1 
REMOV AL CONTROL INSTRUMENTS 

1 

GENERAL PRODUcrs • Perfonnance indicator (toMes of solids/time unit; volume 
dredged/time unit) 

• Depth meter 
• Indicator of suspended solids content in water column (turbidimeter) 
• Computerized data sampler (continuous or sequentiaI data collection, 

processing and storage) 

MECHANICAL DREDGING • Bucket overload waming system 
PRODUCTS • Automatic bucket control system (accounts for the tide and waves) 

• Cable or chain tension indicator 
• Buclcet penetration indicator 
• Buclcet load indicator (total buclcets loadedltime unit) 

HYDRAULIC DREDGING • Slurry density indicator 
PRODUcrs • Pipeline pressure gauge (to prevent clogging and increase 

production) 
• Cable controller (measures length of unwound cable to control head 

position) 
• Automatic pump control system (recads and controls air pressure 

and slurry pressure; activa tes valves in event of clogging) 
• Automatic swing control system (head rotation and slope and 

evenness of water bottom) 
• Operation monitoring system (thiclcness and area dredged and to be 

dredged, position of dredge head, flow of slurry removed and 
discharged) 

PRODUCTS FOR USE WITII • Automatic cutterhead control (records and controIs swing speed, 
CUTI'ERHEAD DREDGES wheel or head rotation, slurry pressure and speed in suction and 

discharge lines, and slurry solids content) 

PRODUCTS FOR USE WITH • Vessel draught indicator 
HOPPER DREDGES • Settlement indicator 

• Volume Joad indicator 
• Load rate and density indicator 
• Automatic discharge control 
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As the skirt does not usually extend aIl the way to the water bottom, suspended 
solids can be carried underneath. However, since their discharge point has been brought to 
severa! metres below the water surface, the dispersion distance will not be as great and/or 
sensitive e!ements close to the surface will not be affected. The effectiveness of barriers depends 
on severa! factors: 

- Hydrodynamic conditions at the site (tides, current speed, wave height, water depth, 
etc.) 
- Location of points of discharge of suspended solids 
- Quantity and type of suspended solids upstream of the barrier 
- Type of sediment (grain size, cohesion) and nature of operations 
- Characteristics. construction and conditions of barrier use 
- Mooring method. 

Curtain effectiveness is lessened under the following conditions: 
- Water level greater than 6.5 m and currents of more than 50 cm/s 
- Frequent exposure to high winds. wave and tidal action 
- Use of hydraulic dredges. when frequent curtain movement is necessitated. 

3.1.6.2 COFFERDAMS. Where sediment contamination levels are high and the dredging area 
is small, the complete hydraulic isolation of the dredging site may be desirable. Cofferdams 
(dikes, sheet pile cutoff walts, a series of caissons) can then be erected to isolate the 
contaminated area from streamflow. Resuspended sediment then remains within the confined 
space in which the dredge operates. Cofferdams cannot be used in deep water or fast currents. 

3.1.7 Removal and transport recommendations. Table lllists the recommendations 
and measures to which special attention should be paid during the design phase of dredging 
activities and transport. Adoption of these proposaIs is. of course, a function of the significance 
of the environmental problems iqentified during the project's environmental impact assessment. 
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Tabk Il Design·Phase Recommendalions on Dredging and Transport Acti,ides 

GENERAL MEASURES SPECIFIe MEASURES 

• Minimize sediment • Seleet a dtedge of suitable size and capacity for the project 
resuspension and turbidity rate (movement and handling of an over-sized dredge can increase 
during removal sediment resuspeosion) 

• Select a dredge that minimizes sediment losses 
• Wben impacts so wammt and environmental conditions permit, use 

curtain barrier at dredging site and close to sensitive zones for 
vegetation, wildlife. or human activities 

• Where there are rocks in the riverbed. use two dredges (mechanical 
and bydraulic). one behind the other. for greater efficiency 

• Use plain suction to limit contaminant resuspension 

• Minimize interference with • Post waming signs around operating sites 
commercial and recreational • Post notices in marinas and close to public wharves 
navigation 

• Minimize loss of sediments • Seleet equipment and method of transport compatible with the type 
and poltutants during transport of material to be dredged 
of dredged material between • Prevent overflow from barges, scows or hopper dredges, especially 
dredging site and disposai or wben sediment is contaminated 
treatment site • Do not filt barges to maximum under difficult navigational 

conditions. especially when sediment is cootarninated 
• Ensure that ail pipeline sections are watertight 
• Foc truck transport, use closed. watertight dump trucks or tanker 

trucks 
• For rail transport, use closed, watertight cars or tanker cars 

e Optimize transport routes • Whenever possible. avoid sensitive or densely-populated urban areas 
technically, economically and 
environmentalty 

e Proteet visual and sound • Use the least noisy handling and transport equipment 
quality of enviconment e. Keep machinery well-maintained to minimize noise levels and 

material leakage 
• Draft plans for the rapid recovery of accidentai sediment spillage 

during rehandling and transport 
• Adopt a transport schedule that minimizes disturbances and impacts 

on quality of noise environment 
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3.2 Disposai of dredged material 

3.2.1 Avallable disposai options. There are basically three ways of disposing of dredged 

sediment: in the water, on shore or on land. The following table shows alternatives for projects 

in the St Lawrence River. 

IN-WATER DISPOSAL ON-SHORE DISPOSAL ON-LAND DISPOSAL 

Unrestricted open-water Dumping Dumping 

disposaI (dumping) 

Confined disposaI facilities Restricted confined disposaI 

Contained disposaI facilities 

(capping) 

Specialized landfills 

3.2.1.1 IN-WATER DlSPOSAL. The containment in water or open-water disposaI of dredged 

sediment must never conflict with uses made of the environrnent by humans or wiIdlife and 

should, whenever possible, be designed with the enhancement or benefit of the environrnent in 

mind. The creation of wildlife habitats or the development of recreational facilities should be 

given priority when the environrnent is suitable and technical and economic constraints allow or 

warrant it. 

A - Open-water disposai 

When sediment is clean or moderately contaminated (Ieveis 1,2 and. in sorne cases, 

3, as per Interim Criteria lor Quality Assessment 01 St. Lawrence River Sediment), environmentai 

conditions shouid be reviewed prior to disposaI to detennine site constraints and potentiai 

impacts. The dredged materiai can be piped directly to the open-water disposaI site or 

transported by barge or hopper dredge. When environrnental conditions sa warrant, special 

measures may be taken: a tremie tube or diffuser may be fitted to the end of the pipeline, or a 

skirt or protective barriers may be installed. 
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Figure 13 shows the environmentai probIems generally associated with open-water 

Advection via 
CUmlnts and tides 

lossdurtng 
disposai 

-1 ... _E_I:!s_on_----I 

Figure 13 Environmental problems associated with open-water disposai 

Consequences of open-water discharge depend on the disposaI techniques, the 

diffusion characteristics of the environment and the amount of particles resuspended, both at the 

time of disposaI and throughout the period of water bottom readjustment at the disposaI site (if 

water is rough). Sediment resuspension is detennined by the volwne and nature of the 

discharged materiaI, as weIl as by current speed and the flow pattern of a given environment. 

B - Contained aquatic disposai 

Contained aquatic disposaI or "capping" is a technique that is becoming more and 

more popular for moderately-polluted material (level 3 in Interim Criteria for Quality Assessment 

of St. Lawrence River Sediment). The sediment is dwnped in a natural or artificial depression 

or in a calm, well-protected zone and then covered over with a layer of clean material. 

The purpose of capping is to keep sediment from coming into direct contact with the 

environment and living organisms. The goal is twofold: to limit migration of contaminants to 

uncontaminated areas or to sensitive environmental components, and to prevent contaminant 

uptake by benthic flora and fauna at the disposaI site. Recent studies show these objectives can 

be met over periods of more than ten years, demonstrating the long-tenn effectiveness of this 

disposai method. (US EPA, 1992). 
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Figure 14 shows the environmental problerns generaUy assoeiated with contained 
aquaüc disposa!. 

l=r-~~~~ 
wat.r ooIumn 

Uptake by fIora andfauliB ~ 

. 
Figure 14 Environmental problems assodated with CODtainment ln aquaticenvironment 

The cap should be at leut 0.5 m truck and the grain size of the covering material 

shouid be large enough for Iong·tenn teSÎStattOO 10 environmentaJ erosion, yet fine enough to 

property contain the contaminated material. Fute to mediwn sands are generaUy the most suitable 

capping materials. The cap may also be compose<! of successive tayets of material (fine to 

coarse). 

C8pping very significantly reduces water exchanges between the aquatic environment 
·and the dœdged material, hW it does Dot eliminate them eompletely. The watet exchanges that 

do take place eanoontribute to maintaining the physico-chemical conditions tbat provoJœd the 

bonding of conta minants and sediments. 

3.2.1.2 ON-SHORE DISPOSAL. Since shoreline and riparian environments are generally 

porticularly sensitive. dredged material should only be disposed of on natutal sharelines to create. 

develop or improve wilcllife habitats or foc recreational or institutional purposes. In an cases, on

shore disposaI must comply with the provisions and limitations of the regulations governing land 
use and wildlife habitats. 

As with warer disposaI. dredged material cm be simply dwnped on shore oc il can 
be protected or covered. 
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A - On-shore dumping 

Unrestricted shore dumping is an alternative for uncontaminated sediment where 

suitable environmental erosion conditions permit On-shore dwnping can be used for beach or 

mud flat development and nourishment, for example. In the St Lawrence River. however, 

current. wave and ice conditions are rarely favourable for this disposaI alternative. 

B - On-shore conflned disposai facility 

Confmed disposaI facilities are suitable for the disposai of material whose quality is 

good to moderate. The material is covered and the disposaI site is stabi1ized with structures 

appropriate for protection against environmental conditions. As with capping, the purpose here 

is to prevent the migration of sediment to other sites, and to completely eliminate direct contact 

with hwnans. flora and fauna (in the case of moderately contaminated materiaIs). Also Iike 

capping, confined disposaI facilities very significantly reduce water exchanges between the 

aquatic environment and the dredged materials, but do not eliminate them completely. The 

exchanges that do take place help to maintain the physico-chemical conditions that led to the 

bonding of contaminants and sediment. 

Figure 15 shows the environmental problems generally associated with on-shore 

confined disposaI facilities. 

Effluenlduri 

Gl'Oundwater Covering maleria! 

levai 
Oredged material 

Figure IS Environmental problems associated with on-shore confined disposai facilities 
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3.2.1.3 ON-LAND DlSPOSAL 

A - Upland dumping 
As with on-shore dwnping, upland dumping can he used for purposes of enhancing 

or recovering the area for use (fill, agricultutal uses), especially with respect to uncontaminated 

material. 

B - Upland restricted conjined disposai facilities 
Upland restricted confined disposaI should only he considered for material 

contaminated enough to requite treatment; that is, 1) for interim storage while awaiting 

treatment, or 2) for long-term post-treatment disposaI. 

The main purpose of restricted confined disposaI is to provide facilities that not onJy 

minimize losses of material. but also minimize the migration of conta minants in dredged material. 

Restricted confined disposai facilities must therefore inc1ude use of impervious membranes or 

construction materials. as weIl as leachate and water drainage collection and treatment systems. 

Figure 16 shows the environmental problems generally associated with upland 

restricted confined disposaI facilities. 

Structure wall 
with impervious 
membrane 

Groundwater 
level 

Covering material 

Dradged material 

Aelease 
to 

groundwater 
.... Uptake by flora and fauna 

Figure 16 Environmental problems associated with upland restricted confined disposaI 

facilities 
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C - Specialized IIlndjill 

Specialized landfills may also be selected for the disposaI of material similar to 

particular types of waste other than sediment (waste from pulp and paper manufacturing, mine 

tailings, petroleum residues, etc.). In these cases, disposaI must adhere to the rules and 

regulations applicable to the management of the type of waste the dredged spoil resembles. 

3.2.2 Factors to consider in selecting disposai options. Table 12 lists the advantages and 

disadvantages of each main disposaI method; table 13 lists the technical, environmental and 

economic considerations of selecting a disposaI method for dredged material. 

When dealing with contaminated sediment, it is particularly important that 

environmental considerations be carefuIly studied and constraints identified during environmental 

impact assessment studies. Special care must be taken to select a method of disposaI that will 

proteet the environment and guarantee public safety, in the short-term (during construction and 

setting up and until disposai objectives are met), as weIl as in the Iong-term (following the 

demonstration of planned disposai objectives). 

3.2.3 Disposai recommendations. Table 14lists recommendations and measures requiring 

special attention during the design stage of dredged material disposaI operations. Adoption of 

these proposais is, of course, a function of the significance of the environmental impacts 

identified during the project's environmental impact assessment. 
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Table 12 Main Advantages and Disadvantages of A "aüable Disposai Options 

OPTIONS ADVANTAGES DlSADV ANTAGES 

OPEN-WA TER DISPOSAL • Opportunities for wildlife habitat • Local inaease in suspended 
creation solids concentration 

• Contaminated zones covered • Possibility of pecsistent turbidity 
• Minimal cost through sediment erosion as a 
• Easy executioo result of currents, tides or 

navigation 
• Temporary disturbance of 

sensitive elements or of human or 
wildlife activities 

CONTAINED AQUATlC • Physico-chemical conditions of • Difficu1t in very deep water or 
DISPOSAL sediment remain stable, hence where currents are strong 

contaminants remain stable and 
theit availability for uptake is 
limited 

• Relatively low costs 
• Eliminates contact with aquatic 

flora and fauna 
• Contaminated zone covered 

ON-SHORE CONFINED • Conttinment of material guaranteed • Relatively high costs 
DISPOSAL FACILITY • Physico-cbemical conditions of 

sediment remain partially stable, 
bence contaminants remain stable 
and theit avaiIability for uptake is 
limited 

• Opportuniûes for creation of multi-
purpose wiId1ife habitats and land 
sites 

ON-SHORE OR UPLAND • BeneficiaI uses opportunities: beach • Not recommended for 
DUMPING or mud flat development or contaminated sediment 

nourishment, agricultural uses or • Relaûvely high costs compared to 
use for fin, construction or other types of borrow material 
landscaping -

UPLAND RESTRICTED • Eliminates dispersion of • Requites short- and medium-tenn 
CONFlNED DISPOSAL contaminants into sensitive zones or monitoring and control 
FACILITY elements • Requites medium-term treatment 

• Post-treatment opportunities for • Leaching can increase 
creation of wildlife habitats or land contaminant mobility 
sites that can serve a variety of • Relatively high costs 
purposes • Prior dewatering of material often 

required 

SPECIALIZED LANDFILL • Elinûnates dispersion of • Prior dewatering of material 
contaminants into sensitive zones or required 
elements • Relatively high costs 
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Technical. Economie and Environmental Factors 10 Comider in Selecting Disposai Site 
and Methods 

1 
FACl'ORS 

1 

• Volwne of material 10 dispose of 
• Grain size of material to dispose of 
• Location of dredging area 
• Unloading frequency 
• Consistency of materiats (cohesion. density, compaction) 
• Wind, wave, sweU. tide and current conditions in area concerned 
• Sites and available surface area for sedimentation ponds. treatment facilities 

or disposai sites 
• Transport and rebandling restrictions (wharves. topography. on-land 

constraints) 
• Pretreatment or treatment planned. if applicable 
• Distance ta disposai sites 
• Regulatory or legislative restrictions on materials, sites or m~ods 

• Unit cost of each disposai method 
• Equipment availability 
• Deadline foc project realization 
• Costs of final development. if applicable 
• Regulatory or legislative restrictions on materials, sites or methods 

• Nature and extent of contamination of sediment. as we1l as physical. 
chemical and toxicological characteristics of contaminants 

• Environmental behaviour of materials and contaminants concemed 
(mobility, response to leaching. etc.) 

• For containment: 
- Nature, re5istance and permeability of capping material 

- Absorption and ion-exchange capacity of capping malerial 

- Resistance ta undermining and erosion 
- Thickness of cap 
- Use of sealants or membranes -- Degree of consolidation of capping material 
- Ground cover. if applicable 

• Presence and proximity of sensitive elements of the human environment 
(water intakes, wells, reaeational or commercial activities, etc.) 

• Preferences and expectations of local population 
• Presence and proximity of sensitive elements of the naturai environment 

(breeding, rearing or feeding grounds for birds or for aquatic or terrestrial 
wildiife) 

• Presence of contaminants or effluents in the area 
• Regulatory or legislative restrictions on materials. sites or methods 
• Compatibility with removal operations 
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TableU RecoltlMmdations for Design 0/ Disposai Operations 

Il GENERAL MEASURES SPECIFIC MEASURES Il 
Open-water cUsposa! 

· Minimize sediment resuspension and • SeJec[ equipmenl and disposai medlod chat minirnize3 sediment !osses during open-
rurbidity during open-watet disposai water diaposBl 

• Plan ta use barriers at disposai site and close ta sensitive zones 

• Minimize intederence with commercial • pœ( adequate wamings in operaling areas at open-watet disposaJ or rebandling sites 
and recreational navigation 

· Minimi:œ impa~ 01 open-water • Implemenl mitigative measures ta restore aquatic wildlife habitat 
dispœaI 00 aquatic wild1ife 

On-shore cUsposa! 

· Minimi:œ sedimenl and contaminant • Selel::t equiprnent and dumping method chat minimize.s sedimenl and contaminant losses 
resuspension at oo-shore disposai sile during on-shote disposai 

• Use shielding at dbposaI site and close ta zones sensitiw because 01 vegetation or 
wildtife and human ~ivities 

• CoUect and control pond overflow and • Optimize desisn of sedimencation pond for sediment type. dredge type and volume of 
runoff dreclged matn! 

• Ade! flooculants if necessary 
• Use drainage ditches to divert and coUect runoff 

• PhysicaUy ptOtect sedimentation ponds • Use dilces. membranes or plantin" 
and dispo.s;Il areu 

• Protect sensitive resourœs and uses • Jmp1ement mitigative measures ta restore aquatic wiJdlife habitat 
• ScheduIe work ta minirnize discurbances and impacts on enviroament quality 

On-land disposa! 

• Minimize sediment and contaminant • Select equipment and w.nping mechod chat minimizes sediment and contaminant losses 
resuspension at disposai site during on-land cWposal 

• CoUect and 1reat runoff and dewatering drainage 
• Wbere slopes are sreep and sensitive to erosion. preserve wgetation as much as 

possible and restore gra.ss or tree cover after inslallation of Slructures required for 
drainage and soU consolidation 

• Remove and ~e topsoU for site restonltion work 
• Locate disposai sites so chat natura! drainage systems are aIteted as little as possible 

• Control qualicy 01 sedimentation pond • Optimize pond design for sediment type. dredge type and volume of dredged rnaterial 
overflow • Add flooculants if necessary · Use drainage ditches to divert and. collect lUIloff 

• Physically protect ponds • Use dilces. membranes or plantings 

· Protect quality of visual and sound • Maincain or establish vegetative barriers around disposai site 
environments 

• Protect quality of surrounding • Ensure sources of noise during operations canply wid! noise environment scandards 
environment and directives 

• ScheduIe work ta minirnize disturbances and impacts on environment qualicy 

· Recover materials and disposaI sites • Wbenever possible. use materiaIs for ocher P'ojects requiring fill material 

• Minimize unrestr:icted disposaI of very • Clean uuck wheeIs and box before departure fmm disposaI site 
contaminated sediment • Use uucks wi!h closed. Wlterligbl boMS 

• Plan routes and rehandling points ta avoid biophysicaDy sensitive zones or zones of 
hurnan activicy 
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4 DRAFrING TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND SELECTING A 

CONTRACTOR 

Complete, well-prepared teclmical specifications that place the environmental 

dimensions of a project on the same footing as its teclmical and economic dimensions are 

essential to improving dredging equipment and operating methods. The project proponent must 

c1early descrihe the work to he performed and carefully set forth what is acceptable in terms of 

equipment and control. Where justified by the significance of the environmental concerns, an 

information session could he held to make bidders aware of the importance of the planned 

protective measures. Contractors should he infonned that compliance with these instructions and 

with the standards or regulations in effect will he carefully monitored by competent staff. 

Contractors must he allowed aIl the time needed ta modify existing equipment or to 

build or purchase new equipment that might he necessary for the dredging work, especially where 

contaminated sediment is concemed. Contractors can then make use of foreign technology, if 

necessary, and better train their work crews for this type of work. If long-tenn contracts cannat 

he a warded, a period of at least six months should nonetheless pass hetween contract granting 

and the start of work. In this way, the work on contracts awarded in early faU could begin in 

the spring of the following year. 

The proponent should descrihe a11 the measures and procedures that can reduce 

turbidity during dredging. The best project-specific approach can then he selected. For example, 

suggestions could he made about using dredges that are highly effective in limiting sediment 

resuspension, or using auxiliary equipment or special techniques, then leaving it up ta the 

contractor to detennine how to meet target objectives. 

4.1 Infonnation for bidders 

When the calI for tenders is issued, bidders must he given the most complete 

information possible on the environmental guidelines and standards with which contractors must 

comply. This information should include: 

- Description of bid selection procedures and criteria 

- Description of pollution control procedure, if applicable 

- Qualitative and quantitative description of aquatic sediment to he removed 

- Description of contaminant hehaviour relative to worker health, if applicable 

- Conditions limiting work execution 

- Encouragement for innovative approaches and experimentation with new ideas 

- Strict work quality guarantee requirements 
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- Description of sensitive elements (water intakes. fishing areas. recreational 

activities, etc.) and envirorunental constraints (scheduling, areas to be avoided, 

etc.). 

Ali elements in the specification serve as the basis for the dredging contract and are 

essential to giving direction to the project. These should include a study of the site and the 

sediment, the operating plan, proposed equipment, restrictions and possible difficuIties. 

4.2 Environmental analysis of bids 

Once the bids received are checked for compliance, a two-step process of analysis 

follows. The first step is a qualitative evaluation of the bid's technical aspects, using preset 

criteria to assess the experience of the bidding firms and the techniques proposed. Criteria 

weighting should ideally be determined by a team of experts in aIl the disciplines concemed. 

It is strongly recommended that an environmëntal expert participate in contractor selection when 

the scope of the envirorunental concerns so warrant. 

Theoretically, the finn with the highest score can guarantee the best technical and 

environmental perfonnance. The assessment must take into account the requirements stipulated 

in the technical specifications; tenders which do not meet the basic requirements should he 

rejected. 

Table 15 lists sorne environmental criteria for bid analysis. Such criteria, as weIl as 

the suggested weighting, must nevertheless consider the specific context of the project and its 

technical and economic aspects, and they must he adjusted in light of the envirorunental stakes 

of carrying out the project. 

The second ste!! involves the financial assessment of the bids. Environmental 

benefits should be considered in making this determination. There may, in fact, he a relationship 

between environmental benefits and the costs of the proposaI. 

4.3 Recommendations for drafting technical specifications and selecting a contractor 

Table 16 lists recommendations and measures requiring special attention when 

drafting technical specifications and selecting a contractor. Adoption of these measures is, of 

course, a function of the significance of the envirorunental impacts identified during the project' s 

environmental impact assessment. 
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Table 15 Criteria for Environmental Bid Analysis 

CRITERIA SUGGESTED WEIGHTING 

Complete and detailed description of methods and High 

techniques to be used 

Reliability of proposed work methods High 

Description of methods for volume measurement and Low to moderate 

reliability of the methods 

Description of contractor' s quality controls and High 

reliability of the controls 

Attention given to and precautions taken close to Moderate to high 

wharves and for specific activities such as slope-

cutting 

Effects of measures proposed to avoid accidentai High 

spills and dispersion of dredged material 

Ability to adapt to environmental restrictions Moderate to high 

Effect of protective measures proposed High 

Measures to prevent disturbance to other users of the Low to high 

water -

Risks of additional and/or intervention work after Moderate 

completion of project 
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TabkU Reconurundtl/Îl)M for Drqfting TechnJœl SpeCi/fCtItÜJM and SelectÎ1lg • Contr.cwr 

GENERAL MEASURES SPECIFIC MEASURES 

• Draft complete and detailed • Handle environmenllli aspect sarne u tec:hnical and econcmic aspects 
technical speciflCatiOOS · Describe work requûed complete1y and in detail 

• Set work deadline 
• Desaibe any specifie environmentaJ restriàions or requirements in bidding docwnents sa 

contraClClrS CID make accurate cœt estimales and detennine if Iheir equipment is 
compatlble 

• Desaibe Icnown project-specil"1C measures and procedures for reducing turbidity during 
dredging operations. SC) ooatractors CID make infonnecl choices on methods to meec 
objemves 

· Draft tedU1ical specifications in a way that enCOW'lges firms to ~ innovative techniques 
and environmentaUy-sound tedU1ologies 

· Provide adequale basic • FŒ oontaminaled sediment, supply the following infonnation: 
infonnation - Volume and location 

- Dislribution and grain size <sand/silt ratio) 
- Density 
- Cohesion and compaction 
- Organie maaer ooacentralion 
- Physico-dlemical quality 

• Specity acceptable downstream twbidity levels and pen:entage tosses during operations 
• Specity exacl acœptability criteria (avoid fonnulaics suâl as. ru/lICe cOIIIamination 10 an 

acceptable level) 
• SpeciIy precision of sediment removal measurements 
• Supply water cbaracterisûcs (aUTell.t speeds. turbulent zones. etc.) 

• Wben environrnental conœms warrant, hold information sessions to make contraClors 
aware of the importance of proteCling the envirorunent 

• Consider oontractors' COllStnlinrs • A1low suffident time foc preparation of bids 
• Con.sici« capadty and linûts of dredging equipmenL Tune required to begin work 

depends on: 
- Equipment availability 
- Site to which il must be transported 

• Give oontractors time ta modify existing equipment or to build or purchase new 
equipment 

· A1low al 1e:ast 6 months (fall for sping wade) between awarding of ooatnlct and start of 
wade 

· Include oontract clauses that · Include a cla~ whereby the oontraaor acknowledges awareness of the following: 
implicate contraClor - Geographie location of wortt site 

- General and local conditions (clûnate, in panicular) 
- Roughness of water 
- Tide levels 
- Physical conditions of the site 
- Nature of soil at on-shore or upland disposai sites 
- Nature of material to be dredged 
- Nature of equipment required 
- Wak schedule and deadline 
- Any other faetors that might affect wak execution 

• Ensure ooatract provisions caU for comp1iance with environmental standards and thcrough 
enWœmentaI oontrol by competent personnel 
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5 ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

5.1 Content of environmental monitoring programs 

Upon completion of project design, the proponent must develop a teclutical 

supervision program; that is, a series of control activities and measurements for ensuring project 

execution complies with plans and specifications. The proponent must also set up an 

environmental monitoring program to guarantee satisfactory, on-going verification of the 

effectiveness of corrective or mitigative measures designed to protect the environment. In 

addition, the project must comply with federai and provinciallaws and regulations goveming all 

project components. Environmental monitoring should be supervised by outside finTIs to 

guarantee independent control. 

An environmental monitoring program should inc1ude qualitative observations and 

measurement of physico-chemical, biological, technical and other parameters that are indicators 

of environmental quality. 

For water quality specifically, a monitoring program's effectiveness will depend not 

only on the careful choice of parameters, but also on the suitable siting of sampling stations. 

frequency of sampling and methods of preservation and analysis. 

As for tolerance thresholds. sorne water quality parameters have been used to develop 

standards or guidelines; in such cases. limits stipulated in relevant federai or provincial 

regulations should serve as signposts. Above aIl else. however, the environmental conditions of 

the site should determine the boundaries and tolerance limits. 

Accordingly. the presence and proximity of elements sensitive to the work must be 

considered. Reference values can be based on certain water quality criteria. or on real values 

characteristic of the surrounding environment and on hydrodynamic conditions affecting the 

dispersion of suspended solids; reference values can aiso be adjusted to these factors throughout 

the project. For example, if work were performed right in the immediate area of a municipal 

water intake, drinking water quality should be checked statistically by regularly comparing 

turbidity data of raw water near the intake with turbidity data from an area not affected by the 

work. 

The systematic environmental monitoring of aIl projects will eventually Iead to a 

better understanding of the real impacts of dredging. It will also allow verification of the 

effectiveness of measures taken to protect the environrnent and to improve equipment and 

methods used for dredging operations in the St. Lawrence River. 

To this end. it would be a good idea if environmental monitoring programs for 

dredging projects in the St. Lawrence River required, among other things. the standardized 
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elements listed below (which could then be sent to the St. Lawrence Centre for analysis and 

compilation) : 

- Calibration curve for TSS concentrations and turbidity. based on at least ten water 

samples collected at the dredging site at different times during the project 

- Results of 30 turbidity measurements taken at pennanent stations at regular 

intervals throughout the project: at the surface and at a depth of one metre at a 

station 50 m downstream of the dredge (and downstream of the open-water 

disposaI site, if applicable); and at a station in an adjacent area not affected by the 

work 

- Quantitative data on current speed and depth at both sampling stations 

- If necessary, turbidity measurements and measurements of concentrations of 

problematic contaminants in sensitive areas within the theoretical radius of 

influence of the work. 

As for pollution control or restoration projects. the monitoring program is a key 

feature of its realization and must not only include a work control component. but also a post

project component to verify any improvements in the ecological quality of the site. 

Table 17 lists elements that could be included in an environmental monitoring 

program. 

5.2 Recommendations on environmental monitoring 

Table 18 lists recommendations and measures requiring special attention when 

developing and implementing an environrnental monitoring program. Adoption of these proposed 

measures is, of course, a function of the significance of the environmental impacts identified 

during the project's environmental impact assessment. 
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Environmental Monitoring Program Activities lor Dredging Operations and the 
DisposaI 01 Dredged Materiol 

Measurement of turbidity, suspended solids, dissolved contaminants, etc. 

Measurement of watet temperature and oxygen content 

Raw water quality control at watet intakes 

Surveillance of erosion indicators along river banks. along banks of waterways 

receiving dredging effluent and along dikes 

Measurement of sediment deplsits at sensitive spots close to the work site 

(marinas, drinking watet intakes, beaches, spawning grounds. etc. 

Monitoring of presence of migrating species and of massive emigration of 

resident wildlife species 

Measurement of groundwater contamination through sampling pits made 

during geotechnical studies of upland sites 

Measurement of noise level 

Surveillance of traffic congestion or obstruction and compliance with dredging 

and sediment transport schedules 

Verification of watertightness of transport vehicles to prevent losses and dust 

problems 

As appropriate, prohibition or maintenance of access to sites concerned, and 

adoption of necessary measures 
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Tllble 18 Recommmdlllions 011 EII,;ro1l1lfellllll Molliklring of Dredging OpeTlltiqns l1li4 the Disposlll 01 Dredged Mllwrilll 

GENERAL MEASURES SPECIFIC MEASURES 

• CompJy with standards in effec • Propooent must compJy wùh standatŒ and instructioos in federal and provincial 
regulatioos 

• Suitably site measwing stations • Locale sampling statioos near zones identified as sensitive chuing anaJysis of 
envircmnental impacts 

• Locale warer quality (physico-dlemical, biological, etc.) sampling stations upstream. 
downstream and at $ÎteS directJy affected by the worlc 

• Locale sampling statiœs fex vegetation. wildlife. and eoononûc. cultural and 
teaeltional activitie.s close to most sensitive seàa'S 

• Locale nobe and air-quality (dust and odours) measurement stations at 1IIor1csite 
bounduies ex near clœest dwellings. as applicable 

• Submit station sites and sampling frequency to govemment agendes conc:emed 

• Plan adequate number of readings and • Number of statiœs and sampling points must consider size of area to be monitored and 
stations distribution of sensitive elements within lhat area 

• Number of readin&'J must be sufftcient to provide statisticalJy-valid inbmation on 
resulting environmental changes 

• Select a suitable sampling period • Depending on die indicator. sampling period should consider 1IIeather condiûoos (je .• 
winds. f100ds. !ides, rainy periods ex d'y periocb). human açtivities, time of day (ie., 
trame at msl limes ex night noise), biological cycles <mipion and nocturnal 
breeding), etc. 

• MBintain monitoring as long as adverse effects are likeJy to be produced 
• Increase sampling frequency when resulls exceed ex approach acceptable thresholds. 

Keep frequency COlStant, however, even if f'lIldings are lower Ihan expected 
• MOIÙtcX'ing programs fex poUIIlÏOrt c:onuol a restoration projeàs must include a post-

projec:t cornponent in additkm to monitoring IctiviLies â1ring project execuûon to verity 
if ecologicaJ quality of the sile bas improved 

• Set precise acceptability thresholds fa • Toleranoe ex acceptability Ihresholds sbould be cletermined on a CQSe by case basis 
water quality • Boundaries and toleranoe thresholds should be determined above aU on the basis of the 

conditions of che ambieot environment. Presence ex proxirnity of sensitive elements 
affected by che waIc shouJd be taken into IICCQUIlt 

• Warer quality referenoe values ct toleranœ limits should be based on values measured 
in the surrounding enviraunent. along with hydrodynamic characteristics that influence 
~ion of suspended 501ids: tltey should be actiusted to chesa values and conditions 
throughout che worlc 

• Limits stipulated in standards, directives or f~1 ex p-ovincial regulations on water 
quali1y sbould serve as indicat<ll'S 

• Be prepared to interrupc waIc if • Whenever preset tolerance thresholds are exceeded. a temporary suspension of work is 
monitoring results 50 indicate required until conditions retum to namal in sensitive areas or elements 

• Dredging methods used should be modifled if toIerance limits are trequently exœeded 
• When dredging project activities warrant imp1ementation of an emergency plan (water 

intake protection, inc:reased risIc of collisions ex obstructions to navigation, etc.). chis 
plan should be desigJled fa integration wich plans developed by municipal, regional and 
provincial agendes 
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6 CONCLUSION 

Dredging to maintain or build harbours and navigation channels can affect the 

environment: dredged material may contain contaminants that put the aquatic envirorunent at risk 

and disposaI sites sometimes conflict with other uses of the envirorunent. 

Generally speaking, the main direct impacts of sediment removal, transport or 

disposaI are sediment resuspension and the 10ss or alteration of the aquatic habitat. Dredging 

activities may also indirectly change water quality, with concomitant impacts on aquatic resources 

and water uses. 

Dredging impacts are, however, most often temporary and locaIized. As such, they 

are generally minor and can he further reduced if appropriate measures are taken throughout aIl 

project phases: planning, design, selection of equipment and options, and monitoring of the work. 

Research conducted throughout the world has led to a number of technological 

improvements in equipment and to the development of new operating methods to reduce the 

impacts of dredging projects, especially where sediment is contaminated. 

The environmental perfonnance of conventional dredges (mechanical and hydraulic) 

generally operated on the St Lawrence River can he improved by relatively minor modifications 

to certain parts of the equipment, by the addition of control measures and by envirorunentally

sound operating procedures. 

The main recommendations of this guide can he summarized as follows: 

- Proponents of dredging projects must obtain a good basic knowledge of the 

constraints at designated dredging operation sites 

- Proponents of dredging projects must pay particu1ar attention to the environmental 

dimension throughout the planning and design phases. They must conduct 

envirorunental monitoring throughout ail project phases, with the same care 

accorded technical monitoring 

- Contractors must carry out equipment maintenance. They must make sure the 

equipment is appropriate for the work planned, and must ensure their staff is 

suitably trained and properly infonned of the environmental implications of their 

activities 

- Dredging equipment and methods cannot improve unless technical specifications 

drafted for every project integrate technical, economic and environmental 

dimensions. It is important that bidding documents come to inc1ude specific 

environmental considerations. 
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- Contractors should be given the time required to modify existing equipment or to 

build or purchase new equipment. especially where the management of 

contaminated sediment is concerned. 

It should be pointed out that this guide is to be revised regularly in light of 

information obtained from environmental monitoring and technological developments expected 

in the field OVer the next few years. 

The St. Lawrence Centre pIays a key role in developing environmentally-sound 

approaches and technologies. More specifically. the St. Lawrence Centre' s Technology 

Development and Demonstration Program provides technical and financial support for initiatives 

to improve dredging equipment and methods. as well as for the development and demonstration 

of new technologies for the containment of dredged materials and for the restoration and 

development of wildlife habitats using dredged sediment. 
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GLOSSARY 

Absorption The bonding of agas, liquid or dissolved substance within another substance. 

Adsorption The bonding of agas, liquid or dissolved substance to the surface of a soUd 
substance (atom, ion or molecule). 

Bioaccumulation 

Bioavailability 

Bioconcentration 

Biomagnification 

Refers generally to the accumulation of a chemical substance within certain 
aquatic organisms directly from water or from food containing the 
substance. 

Extent to which a compound or element is available for uptake by fauna 
or flora. 

Retention of a substance in an organism' s tissue to the point where tissue 
concentration exceeds concentration in the ambient environment given 
simultaneous absorption and elimination. 

Result of bioconcentration and bioaccumulation of chemicals manifested 
as an increase in the chemical concentration in tissue two levels or higher 
up the food chain. Biomagnification suggests the effective transfer of 
chemicals in food to organisms consuming the food; concentrations then 
increase systematically from one trophic level to the next 

Bulk chemical analysis 
Complete digestion of a sediment sample, generally by oxidation in the 
presence of a strong acid, for subsequent elementary analysis. 

Chemical analysis of extractibles 

Clay 

COD 

Partial digestion of a sediment sample to extract bioavailable elements, 
associated with carbonates, iron oxides, manganese oxides or organic 
matter, for subsequent elementary analysis. 

Highly cohesive soil or sediment composed of partic1es no more than 
0.004 mm in diameter. 

Chemical oxygen demand. Quantity of oxygen, expressed in mg/l, 
necessary for the chemical decomposition of organic matter. 



Consolidation 
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Mechanical process whereby pressure exerted on grains steadily increases 
and water pressure gradually drops. Immediate consequences of 
consolidation are settlement, reduced porosity and a drop in sediment water 
content. 

Cutterbead Mechailical unit mounted at the end of a suction pipe. The unit rotates and breaks 
up material to facilitate removal by a suction dredge. 

Diffuser 

Doors or hatches 

Device fitted to the downstream end of a pipeline. The diffuser receives 
dredged material vertically and discharges it horizontally. Diffusers can 
be used for capping or spreading thin layers over large areas. 

Mechanical unit on the bottom of a barge or hopper dredge used to release 
dredged material through the hull bottom. 

Environmental monitoring 

Hydrocarbons 

Leaching 

Mobility 

Organic substance 

Monitoring of changes in environmental conditions during and after 
execution of work. 

Generic name for organic compounds composed only of carbon and 
hydrogen. Gasoline and other petroleum products are largely composed of 
hydrocarbons. In sediment, hydrocarbons of petrochemical origin generally 
come from petrochemical industry waste, transshipment losses, spills or 
discharges from ships. etc. 

A process by which liquid frees matter from its place of origin and 
transports it elsewhere in dissolved form. 

~e ability of a substance to be released from its supporting environment 
or environment of origin under the influence of physical or chemical 
processes. 

Dead matter derived from plants, micro-organisms or animals. 

Organochlorinated compound 

Overtlow 

Oxidation 

An organic compound with one or more chlorine atoms. 

Water spilled from overflow devices of hopper dredges. barges or scows 

Chemical reaction of a compound with oxygen or a reaction whereby an 
atom or a group of atoms loses one or more electrons. 
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Particle-size analysis 
Measurement of size distribution of particles in a sample using standard 
screens, hydrometers and standardized settling columns. 

PCBs Abbreviation for polychlorinated biphenyls. These organic compounds 
composed of phenols and chlorine were used as insulators for transfonners 
and capacitors. They are insoluble in water and very persistent They 
adsorb onto fine sediment and organic matter very readily and dissolve in 
oils and greases. 

Persistent Term used to describe substances that break down with great difficulty 
under normal conditions. 

Pesticide Generic term for synthetic compounds used for pest control, notably 
herbicides, fungicides (hexachlorobenzes, etc.) and insecticides (chlorinated 
hydrocarbons, etc.). Pesticides enter water through leaclûng of fannland 
and industrlal waste. 

pH Measure of the acidity of a solution. pH is expressed as the negative 
logarithm of hydrogen ion concentration (H+). The pH scale ranges from 
1 to 14. Smaller values are acidic, larger values are alkaline and the point 
of neutrality is pH = 7. pH plays a major role in chemical reactions, 
especially in the mobility of heavy metals in dredged spoU. 

Pneumatic pump A compressed air-operated pump consisting of cylinders that fill with 
sediment under hydrostatic pressure and are then emptied by applying 
compressed air. 

ppb Parts per billion. Quantity of particles of a given substance per billion 
particles, expressed as weight (1 ppb = 1 J.lI'kg). 

ppm Parts per million. Quantity of particles of a given substance per million 
particles, expressed as weight (1 ppm = 1 mg/kg). 

Redox potential Oxidation-reduction potential of soil in oxidizing (Eh+) or reducing (Eh-) 
conditions. Eh plays an important role in chemical reactions, especially in 
the mobility of heavy metals in dredged material. 

Relative density Ratio of the weight of a given volume of matter to the weight of the same 
volume of water. 

Resuspension Designates the process whereby sediments and contaminants adsorbed onto 
the sediments are resuspended into the water column. 

Release Designates process whereby contaminants break away from particles, 
becoming mobile and thereby available for uptake by fauna and fIora. 
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Salinity Quantity of salts dissolved in water, soil or dredged material and expressed 
in volume units (parts per thousand). 

Sand Noncohesive soil composed of grains 0.06 mm to 2 mm in diameter. 

Shore drift Currents created by wave action; the currents are generally extended 
parallel to the shoreline. 

Silt Type of soil or sediment with cohesive properties and composed of grains 
0.004 mm to 0.06 mm in diameter 

Stabillzation Treatment of material tUltil preservation of its physical, chemical and 
mechanical properties is assured. 

Suspended solids Solid particles floating in a liquid or maintained in the water column by 
turbulence. 

Technical supervision Monitoring of progress of operations in terms of work schedules, 
percentage of work completed and changes to plans and specifications. 

Turbidity Cloudiness or light dispersion in a fluid, caused by the presence of 
dissolved or suspended matter. 

Uptake Appropriation by a living organism or incorporation into a living structure 
of contaminants present in water or sediment. 

Water concentration Ratio of weight of a liquid to the weight of solid partic1es in a given 
volume of material. Water content in soil or dredged material depends 
largely on its concentration of fine-grained materials and organic 
substances. 
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